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The aim of this thesis is to gather relevant practices for quantifying the space usage of a 
hydrogen fuel cell powered prime mover system to a passenger cruise ship. Study focuses 
on a reference ship where the energy demand is known. In the theoretical part of the study 
the suitability of different technologies – fuel cell types and hydrogen storage solutions – is 
discussed. In addition, the demands of space usage are determined from the perspective of 
the current practices in cruise ships today, taking into account the safety issues and the limits 
of classification agencies. Pre-determined scope of power demand for the prime mover is 
used in order to calculate the needed space and dimensions for the system. Calculations for 
different setups of storage solutions are presented in the results as well as the overall 
feasibility of the current state of technologies. 
 
Data set containing minute-to-minute data on vessel speed, power generation and power 
production was assessed in order to calculate the required tank size for the actual power 
demand of the ship. Generator size was assessed using the weight and size data of the 
commercially available fuel cells.  
 
PEMFC’s combined with liquid hydrogen were chosen as potential technologies to replace 
the conventional power system of the reference ship. Replacing the conventional prime 
mover system with a PEMFC was found to be feasible. The actual space required for the 
liquid hydrogen was identified. Nonetheless the liquid hydrogen tank was found to surpass 
the limitations set for the storage tank when three different voyages of the reference ship 
were inspected. 
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Maisterintyön tavoitteena on koota käytäntöjä, joilla voidaan arvioida vetypolttokennoihin 
perustuvan käyttövoimajärjestelmän tilantarvetta, kun laivan tehontarve tiedetään. 
Tutkimuksen teoreettisessa osassa käsitellään eri teknologioiden – polttokennotyyppien ja 
vedyn varastointiratkaisujen – soveltuvuutta. Tämän lisäksi tilan tarvetta arvioidaan verraten 
risteilyalusten nykyisiin käytäntöihin tilan käytössä. Tilan käyttöä arvioidaan myös 
turvallisuuden ja luokituslaitosten määräysten näkökulmasta. Järjestelmän vaatima tila 
lasketaan ennalta määrätyn tehontarpeen ja laivan kokoluokan perusteella. Tuloksissa 
esitetään varastointiratkaisuihin sidotut laskelmat tilan tarpeelle, sekä arvioidaan 
tekniikoiden nykytilaa. 
 
Vetysäiliön koon laskemiseen käytettiin minuutin tarkkuudella kirjattua datasettiä, joka 
sisältää jatkuvaa tietoa laivan sähkönkulutuksesta ja nopeudesta. Generaattorin kokoa 
arvioitiin kaupallisesti saatavilla olevien PEM-polttokennojen paino- ja kokotietojen 
perusteella. 
 
Vertailussa olleista vaihtoehdoista PEM-polttokennot ja nestemäinen vety katsottiin 
sopiviksi teknologioiksi referenssilaivan tavanomaisen tehojärjestelmän korvaamiseksi. 
Tavanomaisen generaattorin korvaaminen PEM-polttokennolla osoittautui 
toteutuskelpoiseksi ratkaisuksi tilankäytön näkökulmasta. Nestemäisen vedyn vaatima 
tilantarve selvitettiin. Nestemäisen vedyn säiliön havaittiin ylittävän sille asetetut 
tilankäytön rajat, kun kolmea eri laivamatkaa tarkasteltiin.  
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1 Introduction 

We are arguably living in a time of emerging global energy crisis. This is not only because 

we may be reaching the maximum rate of global petroleum extraction “peak oil” and some 

experts foresee the possibility for profitably extractable hydrocarbons to run out some day. 

This is also because facts of the climate change have reached the global consciousness and 

the youth of today are protesting for a change. This is why industries that have in the history 

been seen as negligent in their attitudes towards environmental issues  –  industries such as 

shipbuilding – are also reconstituting their values to a more environment conscious 

perspective. One of the enablers of decarbonized future of the maritime sector is the use of 

hydrogen fed fuel cells in the propulsion or prime mover systems.  Fuel cells operated with 

hydrogen could guarantee zero local emissions for cruise ships.  

 

Limits of hydrogen as a fuel type in the current state of technology are quite well identified; 

they have to do with the size of the fuel tank, safety of the fuel tank, efficiency of the storage 

and the infrastructure of the fuel supply system.  All of these aspects should be considered 

in order to have large scale implementation of hydrogen as a fuel. This thesis aims to tackle 

with one of these limitations. Thesis investigates the practical solutions for determination of 

the space demand of hydrogen fuel cell system in a passenger cruise ship where the power 

demand of different operation modes is known. While this thesis will look to the specific 

conditions of a passenger cruise ship of a specified size and type, the methodologies 

presented not specific to passenger ships are aimed to be generalizable to other ship types. 

The hydrogen tank size is naturally a simple function of power demand and specific 

consumption profile of the ship. 

 

Study of overall feasibility of hydrogen fuel cell system is anticipated. While it is known 

that the technologies may be ripe for utilization, there are only few practical implementations 

of a hydrogen fuel cell system in the scope of cruise ship that is suggested in this study. One 

of the big challenges of hydrogen as a fuel is the fact that there is no existing refueling 

infrastructure. This is the main reason why a financial analysis will not be in favor of 

hydrogen in comparison to current solutions for fuels. At current state of technology 

hydrogen fuel cells have been used for small auxiliary power equipment. At largest, 
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hydrogen has been tried in smaller pleasure boats, navy vessels, submarines and working 

vessels. Only in the recent years has there been talk and development on large vessels aiming 

to replace conventional fuel completely with hydrogen or combination of hydrogen and 

batteries. According to ongoing current development projects, the years 2021-2022 should 

bring forth results and findings of many pioneering projects (Dall'Armi, et al., 2021): 

 

Table 1. Recently finished or currently ongoing global projects involving hydrogen as fuel. 

Project 
name 

Country And Project 
Schedule Project Type Energy System Business Partners 

FreeCO2ast Norway 2018-2021 

Roro freight and passenger 
ferry; length 122,7 m, breadth 
22 m 

3200 kW LT-PEMFC, no data 
on storage 

Havyard Group, Powercell, 
Linde, Havila Kystruten, 
Norwegian Control Systems 

Hyseas III Scotland 2018-2021 

RoRo ferry, 16 cars, 120 
passengers, length 120m, 
breadth 10 m 

700 kW LT-PEMFC, Li-ion, no 
data on storage type 

Ferguson Marine Ballard, 
University Of St Andrews, 
Kingsberg Ncphy, DLR, 
Interferry, 

SF-BREEZE USA, 2015-2019 

Feasibility study of a speed 
ferry, length 33 m, breadth 10 
m, 150 passengers. Only fuel 
cells to cover power demand 

4920 kW LT-PEMFC, Liquid 
hydrogen, 1200 kg 

Sandria Laboratories, 
Hydrogenics, Gardner 
Cryogenics 

Norled-
Ryfylke Norway, end in 2021 

Cars and pax ferry, length 
82,4 m, breadth 16,8m, 299 
passengers, 10 trucks and 80 
cars 

400 kW LT-PEMFc, no data 
on storage, Liquid hydrogen 

Linde, Ballard, Norled, 
Westcon Power And 
Automation, Open Bridge 
Partner, Sintef, Lloyd 
Register 

Flagships Norway, France 2021 

Reports onboard hydrogen 
power of 1 MW, A study 
finacanced by EU commission 

Hydrogen produced and 
utilized onsite, no details 

Lmg Marin, Norled, CTF, 
Ada Shipyard For Building 
No Ships, ABB, Konsberg 
Maritime, Greenstat, 
Westcon Power & 
Automation, Prototech, Nce 
Marine Technology 

Zero V USA, 2017 

Zero V research vessel, length 
52, breadth 17 m, draught 3,6 
m. 15 days of endurance. FC 
and batteries cover both 
propulsion and auxiliary load. 

1800 kW LT-PEMFC, no data 
on storage, Liquid hydrogen 

Sandia National 
Laboratories, Glosten, The 
Scripps Institution of 
Oceanography San Diegom 
Dnv GL 

 

 

By observing Table 1 it can be determined that the publicly available data does not reveal 

the specifics of the storage solutions. Looking at the available data generally on fuel cell 

solutions, there are not many projects studying the feasibility of a large scale solutions in 

cruise ships or larger vessels (Dall'Armi, et al., 2021). Few news outlets from non-academic 

sources have reported of major zero emission cruise ship projects, such as 230 meter long 
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Cruise ship by Norwegian company Viking Cruises, allegedly to be fuelled completely by 

liquid hydrogen (Norwegian Ship Sales AS, 2018).  

 

In the academic world many studies conclude that the hydrogen fuel cell technology is still 

immature for global scale implementation in cruise ships. IEEE Electrification magazine 

released an article in the June of 2020 which addresses the issues related to ships powered 

by fuel cell operated with hydrogen. The article conducted by Shakeri et al. (2020), discusses 

installation, integration of power systems, regulations and safety issues involved with fuel 

cell implementation. The study concludes that the total system efficiency of a hydrogen 

powered fuel cell is relatively high 50-53% in compressed hydrogen storage solutions; an 

efficiency that can compete with marine diesel generators. On the other hand, issues 

regarding the demands of the infrastructure are addressed. The compressed hydrogen storage 

takes a lot of space. Large ships require large quantities of hydrogen, which is the primal 

motivation to study alternative compounds such as liquid hydrogen carriers (LOHC) and 

ammonia to provide hydrogen in addition to liquid hydrogen and compressed storage.  

 

Few studies on the feasibility of hydrogen storage in ships have been conducted. For 

instance, one conference paper by Raucci et al. (2015) concludes that this kind of generator 

change would result to a loss of total cargo capacity of 0,41 ton/kWh with compressed 

hydrogen and 0,15 ton/kWh with liquid hydrogen.  

 

According to professional and academic literature there is still an incomplete understanding 

of risks involved with large scale implementation of hydrogen as a main source of energy in 

ships. Tornstad et al. (2017) conducted a comprehensive study of the present state of fuel 

cells in shipping. In addition to giving a broad description of current technologies and case 

investigations, the study presents methodologies to assessing the probability of failures in 

new technology implementations. Criticality matrix, which rates risk by severity and 

frequency is proposed. The study also addresses the existence and seriousness of regulatory 

gaps in ship applications of fuel cells classified in three categories: Legal gaps, 

harmonization gaps and knowledge gaps. One prominent aspect that emerges is the 

development of standards regarding bunkering of hydrogen, especially in a liquid form. 
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Secondly the understanding of failure modes related to hydrogen storage solutions. The 

study concludes that safety issues regarding hydrogen are not comprehensively understood. 

There is a legal- and knowledge gap regarding specific properties, behaviour and conditions 

of hydrogen shipping applications. 

 

1.1 Objectives  

Main objective of this study is to find out space demand of main components of hydrogen 

powered fuel cell ship power plant system in a chosen scope of cruise ship size and main 

engine size. System is investigated from the perspective of replacing a conventional main 

engine in a conventional machinery arrangement of a cruise ship. The aim is to meet the 

power demand of the conventional main engine. The systemic consequences of generator 

change are discussed, focal point being on replacing the exact power demand measured from 

the consumption data of reference ship. The methodology used to determine the size of 

machinery is repeatable to other ship types, while the considerations of available space and 

the needed power demand is unique to the chosen ship type.  
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2 Cruise ship powerplants 

In cruise ships the combination of the propulsion system and the electric power plant is 

usually referred to as power plant. The propulsion system and powerplant commonly cannot 

be viewed as separate parts. Separating the concepts coarsely, the configurations of a ship 

can have are: 1. prime mover engine connected to shaft generator which provides mechanical 

propulsion, 2. electric propulsion connected to electric power supply which provides 

electricity to the propulsion as well as to most electric systems in the ship. (Woud & 

Stapersma, 2002, p. 42) 

 

Figure 1. Main components of propulsion system.  

 

2.1  Prime movers  

The role of a prime mover is to convert chemical energy of the chosen fuel type to 

mechanical energy. Prime mover can be any energy conversion tool that will fit to the 

specific circumstances of the chosen ship type. The usual options of prime movers are diesel 

engines, gas turbines or steam turbine plants. Gas turbines are often used in fast highly 

developed ship types and naval vessels. Gas turbines have a higher power to weight ratio 

than diesel engines, i.e. a ship with a gas turbine gets more power with less weight when 

compared to diesel engine. Steam turbine plants are also used as prime movers for propulsion 

systems. The commonly used options for steam turbines are: fossil fired steam plants and 

nuclear plants. (Woud & Stapersma, 2002, p. 42) In the context of this thesis a fuel cell prime 

mover is considered. 

Prime mover Transmission Propulsor
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2.2  Transmission 

The function of transmission is twofold: 1. transferring the mechanical energy of the prime 

mover to the propulsor and 2. transferring thrust generated by the propulsor to the ship’s 

hull. Transmission system consists of shafts, gearboxes and bearings. (Woud & Stapersma, 

2002, p. 43) 

The transmission systems are separated to mechanical drives and non-mechanical types 

followingly (Woud & Stapersma, 2002, p. 43): 

• Direct mechanical drive: The prime mover is directly coupled to the propulsor 

through a shaft 

• Geared mechanical drive: Energy of the prime mover is delivered through a gearbox 

and a shaft to the propulsor, as a consequence the torque generated by the prime 

mover is amplified by the same ratio as the rotational speed is reduced. 

• Non-mechanical electrical drive: The prime mover operates a generator. The 

electrical energy is transported to an electric motor through cables, switchboards and 

converters. Usually in these systems the prime mover provides electric power supply 

to other systems in the ship as well. 

• Other types of non-mechanical drives: A rarely used alternative is hydraulic drive.  

 

 

Figure 2. Main components of an electric power plant for ships. 

 

Prime mover Generator
Distribution 

and 
Conversion

Users
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2.2.1   Electric power plant concepts 

Utilizing the electric drive option increases flexibility in the space usage of the ship. The 

prime movers are not dependent on the placement of propulsors as in direct drive systems. 

In cruise ships the electric concepts are even more desirable because of the expected large 

non-propulsion load. Electric concepts are also appreciated in situations where a number of 

propulsors are spread throughout the ship, since they provide flexibility in situations where 

the power supply must be reconfigurable. (Woud & Stapersma, 2002, pp. 15-19) 

 

Common supply of electric energy is called either (IEP) the integrated electric power plant 

or All Electric Ship (AES) concept. In these concepts the main power supply is provided 

with at least two generators. In conditions of high load all generators are online and operating 

at full load, but as the load decreases one or more generators can be take of line. In all 

conditions the aim is to choose the number and capacity in such way that the generators 

operating constantly at peak efficiency. The operation mode of these systems decreases the 

fuel consumption at part loads when comparing to diesel mechanical drive. This is mostly 

because in mechanical drive systems both engines must be in operation even at part loads.  

(Woud & Stapersma, 2002, pp. 15-19) 

 

The main advantage of an electric concept is that the ship is provided with a number of 

generator sets that are not directly connected to propulsors, the ship can provide reliable 

functioning on low to medium loads even when one of the generators is not functioning. In 

contrast, under conditions of maximum load the diesel mechanical drive system is 

considered more reliable. (Woud & Stapersma, 2002, pp. 15-19) 
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2.2.2   Components of electric power plant 

The main electric power is used by large electrical consumers of the ship. Electric supply 

systems can be divided into three phase alternating current systems and direct current supply 

systems. The three-phase alternating current systems most commonly provide frequency of 

60 Hz and voltages of 440-450 V or 50 Hz and voltages of 380-400 V.  Bow thrusters and 

propulsion motors usually have to be supplied with significantly higher voltages: 3,3 kV, 6 

kV, 6.6 kV, 11 kV or even 14 kV. In this case, the smaller consumers are fed through 

transformer with an output of 50h Z/380 V or 60 Hz/440 V. (Woud & Stapersma, 2002, pp. 

45-47) 

  

Figure 3. Diagram of all electric ship concept with combined gas and steam turbine 

connected to main generator. Three phase alternating current system. 

 

In contrast to using AC bus as the main switchboard (Figure 3.), in submarines DC main 

switchboards have been used historically as the primary net. Submarines use DC busses to 

make energy storage and usage from batteries more efficient for submerged operations. The 

main AC generators power is converted to DC with rectifiers and supplied to primary net. 

(Woud & Stapersma, 2002, p. 119) Current studies are showing potential benefits in the use 

of DC-based systems. (Chai, et al., 2018)  
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Since fuel cells produce DC output power, a connection to DC distribution system by 

unidirectional DC-DC converter is a preferred solution for a fuel cell generator. The dc-dc 

converters purpose is to modify the generators output voltage to meet the demands of power 

density and load transients. (Shakeri, et al., 2020)  

 

 

Figure 4. Diagram of all electric ship concept for a submarine utilizing a DC main bus.   

 

The lack of available protection devices hinders the possibility to transition from widely 

adopted AC main bus to DC main bus solutions in high voltage bus technologies. In AC 

grids the current waveforms have naturally zero-crossings, which enables extinguishing the 

current more easily. The interruptions to the current are more challenging in the DC-based 

systems, since the constant non-zero voltage and currents are interrupted at full current flow. 

(Chai, et al., 2018) The current state HVDC breakers are capable of interrupting HVDC 

currents in a time frame of several tens of milliseconds, which is not within acceptable range 

for a reliable HVDC main grid. However recent advances in HVDC breaker technology 

show promise current interruption capabilities. (Callavik, et al., 2012).  
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2.3  Energy demand of a cruise ship power plant 

There are many practical ways of defining the energy demand for sizing the main generators 

of a cruise ship in a ship design phase. The chosen way to do this is often combination of 

various methods; some of them are very theoretical in nature, others rely on heuristics and 

empirical observations from previous ships. The introduction of alternative power 

generation solutions, such as fuel cells, has inspired researchers to create increasingly 

accurate methods of defining the power demand and efficiency of components.  

 

2.3.1  Load balance 

Consideration of total electricity demand starts by creating a list of the electricity consuming 

systems that are supplied by main generators. Considering a diesel-electric cruise ship with 

electrical propulsion, the common consumers are: Auxiliary machinery, air conditioning, 

refrigeration, deck machinery, lighting, galley, navigation systems and propulsion systems. 

(Boertz, 2020, pp. 12-15) 

 

Figure 5. Typical breakdown on electrical systems.  

 

The load balance can be calculated when the maximum power demand of all the different 

power consumers within the separate systems is known. The calculation of actual power 

demand is based on absorbed power !" of an electric consumer #. The amount of power 

actually used is calculated by predefined factors $ which differ in the different operational 

conditions % of the ship. Load factor LF represents the percentual amount of load of the 

maximum electrical absorbed power. The relative mean operational time is taken into 

Electrical 
supply

Aux machinery Air 
conditioning Refrigeration Deck 

Machinery Lighting Galley
Navigation, 

Safety & Ship 
control

Propulsion & 
thrusters
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account by using simultaneity factor $&',). Factor that represents the number of particular 

consumers in service $*',) is commonly used for lighting (as an example). Load balance in 

an equation form (Boertz, 2020, pp. 12-15): 

 

!+,+"-,. = ∑ !"' ∙ $&',) =2 ∑ !"' ∙ 342,. ∙ $5',)2 $*',)  (1)  

 

Where !"' is the absorbed power [kW],   342,. is the load factor, $5',) is  the factor denoting 

the number of particular devices in operation, $*',) is the simultaneity factor which indicates 

the relative mean operational time of the component, $&',) combines all of the factors as 

utilization factor.  

 

The typically investigated operating conditions are: In harbour, manoeuvring, at sea at 

summer in service speed, at sea at winter in service speed, at sea at summer in top speed. 

When the relevant operating conditions have been decided, the calculation of load balance 

in accordance with equation 1. can be executed in a balance sheet. (Woud & Stapersma, 

2002, pp. 65-67) 
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Table 2. Example load balance sheet for two operating conditions: sea service and port 

manoeuvring.  

     Sea service Port: Manoeuvring 

 

nr. 
Installed 

power 
at full 
load/kW 

installed 
e-motor 
power/kW 

absorbed 
electric 
power/kW 

nr. in 
service 

load 
factor 

sim 
factor 

average 
power 
absorbed/kW 

nr. in 
service 

load 
factor 

sim 
factor 

average 
power 
absorbed/kW 

SYSTEMS                         

Propulsion                         
Cooling water 
pumps 2 6,3 7 7,2 1 1 1 7,2 1 1 1 7,2 
fuel oil service 
pumps 2 0,9 1 1 1 0,8 1 0,8 1 0,8 1 0,64 

lub oil pumps 2 20,8 30 23,4 1 0,83 1 19,42 1 0,83 1 16,12 

                          
Auxiliary 
systems                         
fuel oil 
separators 2 3 4 3,5 2 0,9 1 6,3 2 0,9 1 6,3 

fuel oil heater 2 40   40 2 0,53 1 42,4 2 0,53 1 42,4 
fuel oil 
transfer 
pumps 2 6,4 7 7,4 1 0,75 0,25 1,39         

 

 

The Table 2 illustrates a simple load balance for certain ship components in propulsion and 

auxiliary systems. Using the notations in equation 1: The average power absorbed !+,+"-,. is 

the product of absorbed power !"'	, the number in service $5',) , the load factor 342,., and the 

simultaneity factor $*',). 
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3 Hydrogen storage 

Hydrogen storage has proved to be a challenging factor in hydrogen energy applications. 

Researchers are looking for ways to improve safety, reliability, effectiveness and efficiency 

in hydrogen storage mechanisms. Hydrogen takes a lot of space in a gaseous form. On the 

other hand, storing hydrogen in a liquid form is energy intensive process that complicates 

the end use of hydrogen as a source of energy.  

 

3.1  Main factors in hydrogen storage 

The concepts of gravimetric density and volumetric density are commonly used to compare 

substances used as fuels. Gravimetric energy density [kWh/kg] or [MJ/kg] denotes the 

amount of available energy per unit of mass in a storage solution. (Wiebe & Donev, 2021) 

In the case of hydrogen storage, the gravimetric density [kg/kg] denotes the percentual 

amount of hydrogen in the total weight of the storage and volumetric density [kg/m3] denotes 

the amount of space used for a certain amount of hydrogen weight. (Züttel, 2007) Volumetric 

energy density [kWh/L] or [MJ/L] denotes the amount of available energy per unit of 

volume. (Wiebe & Donev, 2021) 

 

In a natural form hydrogen has a high gravimetric density while it suffers a low volumetric 

density. In order to understand it in a perspective: Under ambient temperature and pressure 

5 kg of Hydrogen would fill a 5 m diameter ball, the size of an inflated hot air balloon.  Since 

hydrogen takes so much space in the ambient conditions, it has to be prepared to be suitable 

specific case of energy use. When used in transportation vehicles both the volumetric- and 

gravimetric density are vital. There are three main storage approaches to hydrogen: (Zhang, 

et al., 2016) 

• Compressed gas storage 

• Storage as a cryogenic liquid 

• Material-based storage or solid state storage 
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Table 3. Properties of fuels. (Bose & Malbrunot, 2007, pp. 20-23) 

  Unit Hydrogen (gas) Hydrogen (liquid) Natural Gas Gasoline Oil Methanol 

Density Kg/m^3 0,09 71 0,721 738 840 787 

Heating value (lhv) MJ/kg 120 120 50   39 20 

  MJ/l 0,01 8,52 0,036 34,6 32,7 15,4 

Gasoline equivalent liter 3200 4,06 961 1 1,06 2,1 

Natural gas equivalent m^3 3,3 - 1 0,001 0,001 0,002 

 

Properties of common fuels are shown in the Table 3 Gas properties are shown in standard 

atmosphere and ambient temperature. The equivalent values show that gaseous hydrogen 

holds 3,3 times less energy than Natural gas and liquid hydrogen holds 4,06 times less energy 

than gasoline.  

 

3.1.1   Pressurized hydrogen gas 

Hydrogen is most commonly stored in high pressure gas cylinders. There are applications in 

commercial use where hydrogen is compressed up to 700 Bar. Most of the storage 

applications in transport industry are in the range of 200-400 Bar. (Sasaki, et al., 2016, pp. 

273-275) 

 

The gravimetric density of hydrogen decreases when pressure is increased. This is a 

consequence of 2 factors: First the increase of pressure increases the thickness demands of 

the cylinder walls. Secondly the volumetric density of hydrogen does not increase as much 

as is expected for an ideal gas. The volumetric density of hydrogen in a gaseous state starts 

to emerge maximum after 100 MPa. In higher pressures the need to increase tensile strength 

of the material increases and at the same time repulsive interactions between H2 molecules 

become dominant. (Sasaki, et al., 2016, pp. 273-275) 
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Figure 6. Volumetric density of pressurized hydrogen gas. Data from: (Sasaki, et al., 2016, 

p. 274). 

 

Figure 6 shows the behaviour of pressurized hydrogen gas in comparison to ideal gas and 

liquid hydrogen. The ideal gas has strictly linear relationship towards an increase in pressure. 

It is important to note that liquid hydrogen is not pressurized as the Figure 6 may suggest. 

In liquid storage vessels the pressure within the storage cylinder is not allowed to rise over 

ambient pressure (Züttel, 2007). The hydrogen within the storage system evaporates as a 

consequence of heat transfer, causing an increase in pressure within the storage vessel, which 

in turn causes a release valve to release the vaporized hydrogen.  

 

Hydrogen can be compressed using standard piston-type compressors. The mechanical seal 

materials of the compressors may have to be slightly modified since hydrogen has a high 

diffusivity. Commercially available steel cylinders of hydrogen are commonly pressurized 

200 Bar. More advanced cylinders are made of glass fiber reinforced plastics (GFRP) with 

metal liner, or carbon fibre reinforced plastics (CFRP) with metal or plastic liner. Storage 

cylinder applications made of (CFRP) with metal liner have been reported to withstand a 

pressure of 800 Bar. Also cylinders (CFRP) with plastic liner have been reported to 
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withstand a pressure of 700 Bar and are considered a good choice for onboard storage. 

(Sasaki, et al., 2016, p. 257) 

 

3.1.2   Liquid hydrogen 

Hydrogen is in liquid form only at cryogenic temperatures. The liquification occurs below 

the normal boiling point of hydrogen when hydrogen is cooled from room temperature (RT) 

to 21,2 K . (Züttel, 2007) Liquid hydrogen takes 800 times less volume compared to the 

volume of gaseous hydrogen at the standard pressure. (Sasaki, et al., 2016, p. 253) The 

volumetric capacity of liquid hydrogen is 0,070kg/L in comparison to 0,039 kg/L in 

compressed gas in 700 Bar. (Züttel, 2007) 

 

 

Figure 7. Phase diagram of hydrogen. Source: (Ibrahimoglu, et al., 2021) 

 

Phase diagram in Figure 7 shows that hydrogen exists in a liquid form in a very narrow range 

between triple point 13,8 K and critical point 32,97 K. At the critical point and beyond the 

critical point the heat of vaporization is zero. Triple point is the temperature at which all 

phases (gas, liquid, solid) coexist. Boiling point of hydrogen is at 20,28 K and melting point 

at 13,01 K, both of which are second lowest of all substances. (Zhang, et al., 2014) The 
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diagram also illustrates approximate boundaries of supercritical fluid and supercritical gas 

states, where the substance exists as liquid-gas mixture. The supercritical fluid formation of 

hydrogen starts at 8 bar pressure between temperatures 34 and 36 K (Ibrahimoglu, et al., 

2021).  

 

The liquification process is very energy intensive, it consumes approximately 1/3 of the 

heating value of the hydrogen that is being processed. Liquid hydrogen is produced using 

Joule-Thomson Effect which utilizes the temperature change that occurs during isenthalpic 

expansion of gas: The gas is first compressed, then cooled in a heat exchanger, then it passes 

through a throttle valve (Joule-Thomson expansion) producing some liquid and cooled gas. 

After the expansion the gas is separated from liquid and the gas passes a heat exchanger 

before returning to the compressor.  In order to produce the cooling down effect during Joule-

Thomson expansion hydrogen has to be pre-cooled in a heat exchanger to its inversion 

temperature using liquid nitrogen prior to the expansion. This process makes the systemic 

energy costs of liquid hydrogen larger in comparison to hydrogen gas. (Züttel, 2007) 

 

Second challenging aspect of liquid hydrogen is the boil-off phenomena during storage. Due 

to heat transfer to the storage vessel a dormant storage system may loose from 1% to few 

percent of the total amount of hydrogen per day. The boil-off is caused by heat leak to the 

vessel, which causes part of the hydrogen to evaporate. The increased pressure inside the 

hydrogen vessel causes safety valves to release part of the vaporized hydrogen. The amount 

of released hydrogen depends on the geometry of the vessel, thermal insulation, ambient 

conditions and the amount of hydrogen that is stored. The boil-off is proportional to the ratio 

between surface area and volume of the vessel. Therefor a large scale storage application 

offers best trade-off between benefits and disadvantages in a liquid hydrogen application. 

(Sasaki, et al., 2016, pp. 253-257) 

 

Liquid hydrogen is stored in a cryogenic vessel that has an inner and outer tank with vacuum 

layer between the tanks. Purpose of the vacuum is the prevention of heat transfer from the 

surface of the outer tank via convection, conduction and radiation. Reflective aluminum 

spacers with the thickness of 100 µm or aluminum-evaporated films with thickness of 10 
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µm are added to the insulation layer to further reduce the heat transfer of the outer tank. All 

liquid hydrogen tanks are equipped with a boil-off safety valve and a pressure relief system 

for venting the boil-off hydrogen and releasing pressure from the vessel. (Sasaki, et al., 2016, 

pp. 253-257) 

 

3.1.3   Material based storage of hydrogen 

The material-based storage is an umbrella term of technologies that are dealing with 

hydrogens ability to bind into other materials. There are roughly 2 physical mechanism 

involved in these technologies: (Zhang, et al., 2016) 

 

• Absorption: Hydrogen molecules dissociate into hydrogen atoms and bind into the 

lattice of another material. 

• Adsorption: Hydrogen atoms or molecules bind into the porous structure on the 

surface of another material. 

 

The solid host materials for hydrogen storage are called metal hydrides. Kinetic behaviour 

of these materials depends on temperature and pressure; the metal hydrid may bind or absorb 

to the hydrogen during the cooling down of the material, in contrast when the metal hydrid 

is heated it dissociates and the hydrogen is released from the material. Hydrogen can react 

e.g. with lithium, natrium and magnesium to form a metal hydrid. The challenge of 

absorption based storage methods is the additional heat or pressure that is needed in order to 

release hydrogen from the host material. Another challenge is the slow speed of the reaction 

when hydrogen is released. The slow speed of the reaction has rendered magnesium metal 

hydrids non-applicable for the use of commercial vehicles.  (Zhang, et al., 2016) 

 

In contrast to the process of binding hydrogen into the lattice of the material, in adsorption 

the hydrogen is stored into the porous surface structure of the host material. Hydrogen 

molecule reacts with the atoms on the surface of the host material. The energies required to 
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produce adsorption of hydrogen are smaller in comparison to purely absorption based 

storage methods. However the disadvantage of adsorption is in the weight of the storage 

material. The amount of hydrogen stored is directly proportional to the amount of surface 

area of the storage vessel. Graphite and carbon fibre nanotubes have been used as adsorption 

materials. (Zhang, et al., 2016) 

 

Hydrogen can also make chemical bonds with substances in liquid forms. Liquid organic 

hydrogen carriers (LOHC) can be utilized to store hydrogen. The (LOHC) compounds are 

formed from unstaturated organic compounds with the use of heat and catalyst. Substance 

called methylcyclohexane (MCH:C7H14) is formed from hydrogenated toluelene (C7H14). 

Methylcyclohexane is returned to toluene by dehydrogenation and reused. Toluene is a 

component of gasoline, therefore the technology is viewed as a possibly promising solution 

for large-scale implementation of hydrogen storage and transport. (Aakko-Saksa, et al., 

2018) 
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3.1.4   Summary of hydrogen storage 

In addition to gaseous and liquid forms of pure hydrogen, it can be stored in solid and liquid 

compounds. Metal hydrids and LOHC’s are novel technologies that may be useful in the 

future hydrogen storage solutions. Hydrogen as pressurized gas is the only storage 

technology where hydrogen is readily available for utilization in a fuel cell. Liquid hydrogen 

has to be vaporized before it can be utilized in a fuel cell. The metal hydrids and LOHC’s 

require either heat or pressure or both in order to release the hydrogen for use. 

 

Table 4. Properties of hydrogen storage methods. (Züttel, 2007) (Sasaki, et al., 2016, pp. 

540-542) 

 Gravimentric 
density (mass 
%) 

Volumetric 
density (kg/m^3) 

Temperature 
(Celsius) 

Pressure 
(bar) 

Efficiency of 
conversion 

Efficiency of 
storage 

Efficiency of 
distribution 

Phenomena and 
Remarks 

High 
pressure 
gas 

13 <40 
ambient 
temperature 

800 0,962 1 0,887 

Compressed gas 
in a light weight 
composit 
cylinder 

Liquid 
hydrogen 

Depends on 
the size of 
storage. 

70,8 -252 1 0,73 
0,982(excluding 
boil-off) 

0,887 

Requires 
liquification. 
Continuous loss 
of few % per 
day. 

Adsorbed 
hydrogen 2 20 -80 100 

- - - 

Adsorbtion on 
porous material 

Absorbed in 
interstitial 
sites in a 
host metal 

2 150 RT 1 

- - - 

Intercallation in 
host metal 

Complex 
compounds <18 150 >100 1 

0,979(for 
organic 
hydrides) 

100(for organic 
hydrides) 

0,767(for 
organic 
hydrides) 

Desorption at 
elevated 
temperature, 
adsorption at 
high pressures 

Metals and 
complexes 
together 

<40 >150 RT 1 

- - - 

Chemical 
oxidation of 
metals with 
water and 
releasing of 
hydrogen 

 

Table 4 shows the efficiency costs of conversion, storage and distribution for the more 

established storage methods of hydrogen. In addition to the boil-off phenomena, the major 

challenging aspect of liquid hydrogen is the energy that is lost in the conversion to liquid 

form. Organic hydrid such as methylcyclohexane has an energy density corresponding to 47 
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kg H2/m3, The disadvantage is that the energy cost is suffered on site, during the distribution 

phase, when the hydrogen is released from the compound. In addition, the toluene produced 

by dehydrogenation of methylcyclohexane has to removed and returned back to the 

hydrogen production process. (Sasaki, et al., 2016, pp. 540-542) 

 

Volumetric density in Table 4 denotes the relationship between the space taken by hydrogen 

and the weight of hydrogen in the chemical state that the storage takes place. The actual 

“volumetric density” of hydrogen in a storage vessel is higher, since the dimensions of the 

storage vessel need to be taken into account. The volumetric densities of commercially 

available hydrogen storage vessels for both liquid and gaseous hydrogen can be found from 

several manufacturer’s technical booklets. Manufacturers in USA, such as Hexagon, Luxfer 

and Gardner cryogenics provide solutions to hydrogen storage.  

 

Table 5. Properties of pressurized hydrogen cylinders. (Luxfer, 2020) (Hexagon Purus, 

2021) 

Manufacturer Material H/kg Pressure Diameter/m Length/m Kg 
Total 
weight 

Total 
volume/m3 

Storage 
kg/ 
Hydrogen 
kg 

Volumetric 
kg/m3 

Volumetric 
l/kg 

Luxfer CFRP 2,13 700 0,33 1,16 58,00 60,10 0,10 27,23 21,19 47,19 

Hexagon  CFRP 18,40 700 0,71 2,08 253,60 272,00 0,81 13,78 22,68 44,09 

Hexagon  CFRP 10,60 500 0,52 2,34 169,40 180,00 0,50 15,98 21,31 46,92 

Hexagon  CFRP 8,40 350 0,51 2,34 112,00 120,40 0,48 13,33 17,63 56,73 

Luxfer CFRP 7,80 350 0,42 3,17 141,00 148,80 0,43 18,08 18,22 54,89 

 

The values in Table 5 show that the volume added by the storage vessel increases space 

demand significantly. This specification is only for one relatively small tank. In previous 

feasibility studies it has been estimated that the volumetric density of the storage will 

decrease even more when the tanks are assembled in arrays for a larger fuel demands (Pratt 

& Klebanof, 2018, pp. 58-59). Assembly pod of 8 tanks to 350 bar is reported to have 

volumetric density of  93,7 l/kg and gravimetric density of 17,92 kg/kg (Minnehan & Pratt, 

2017, pp. 25-26).  
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Table 6. Properties of cryogenic liquid hydrogen cylinders. (Pratt & Klebanof, 2018, p. 64) 

Manufacturer Material H kg Pressure 
Diameter/
m Length/m kg Total weight 

Total 
volume/m3 

storage kg/ 
hydrogen kg 

Volumetric 
kg/m3 

Volumetric 
l/kg 

Gardner 
Cryogenics 

Stainless 
Steel 1200,00 12,96 2,54 6,10 10440,00 11640,00 29,76 8,70 40,32 24,8 

Linde 
Stainless 
Steel 1295,00 12,96 2,70 6,10 11315,00 12610,00 32,12 8,74 40,32 24,8 

 

Liquid hydrogen storage vessels presented in Table 6 have similar diameters and properties. 

Liquid hydrogen tank provides the best gravimetric and volumetric properties of all 

investigated commercially available storage solutions. 
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4 Fuel Cells 

Purpose of this chapter is to present the theories concerning fuel cells that are relevant to this 

study. High power providing fuel cells are a novel technology in commercial usage. Fuel 

cell technology is a highly interdisciplinary subject; deeper understanding and ability to 

actually engineer new solutions requires skills of chemists, thermodynamics experts, 

material scientists, electrical engineers, electro chemists and so forth (Larminie & Dicks, 

2000). The subject matters that need to be considered in the context of a cruise ship are: the 

machine size, weight and the efficiency of fuel use.  

 

4.1 Basics of fuel cells  

Fuel cell basic functioning can be simply described as reverse electrolysis. In the case of 

chemical reaction of recombining hydrogen and oxygen, the reaction can be viewed as 

hydrogen being “burned” or combusted (Larminie & Dicks, 2000, p. 2): 

 

289 + ;9 → 289; 

 

In the fuel cell the hydrogen gas flow is directed to the negatively charged anode from which 

electrons flow towards the positively charged cathode. The oxygen flow is directed to the 

positively charged cathode. Between the anode and the cathode is a highly conductive 

electrolyte. The movement of ions through the electrolyte produces an electrical current. The 

electrolyte lets the ions pass through it, but the electrons and the electric current are forced 

to flow round an external circuit to be utilized as electrical power for a certain load. The 

electrolyte resists the flow of electric current, therefore the layer of electrolyte between 

anode and cathode must be kept small. To increase contact area between electrodes (anode 

and cathode) and electrolyte the fuel cell is usually in a form of a thin plate-like structure. 

(Larminie & Dicks, 2000, pp. 1-4)  
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Figure 8. Simplified representation of cathode-electrolyte-anode construction of a fuel cell. 

 

The chemical composition of the electrolyte defines the type of reaction in the fuel cell. In 

an acid electrolyte fuel cell the ionised hydrogen at the anode releases electrons and creates 

8= ions (Larminie & Dicks, 2000, pp. 1-4): 

289 → 48= + 4?@ 

 

Oxygen reacts with the electrons and 8= ions taken from the electrode at the cathode and 

forms water (Larminie & Dicks, 2000, pp. 1-4): 

;9 + 4?@ + 48= → 289; 
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In contrast to acid electrolyte fuel cells, the alkaline electrolyte hydrogen fuel cell the water 

is produced at the anode as mobile alkali hydroxyl ;8@ ions are available (Larminie & 

Dicks, 2000, pp. 1-4): 

 

289 + 4;8@ → 489; + 4?@ 

 

The oxygen reacts at the cathode with electrons taken form the electrode and the water in 

the electrolyte forming new ;8@ ions (Larminie & Dicks, 2000, pp. 1-4): 

 

;9 + 4?@ + 289; → 4;8@ 

 

The chemical reactions between different fuel cell electrolytes vary, but the electron flow 

direction is always from anode to cathode.  The reactions take place in the surface of the 

electrode. The size of the electrode area is a vital component for increasing the probability 

of reaction. Modern fuel cells use microporous structures in order to increase the surface 

area of electrodes in practical fuel cell solutions. Increasing the reaction rate can also be done 

by adding catalyst particles to the electrode or adding heat. (Larminie & Dicks, 2000, pp. 4-

6) 

 

4.2  Serial Connection 

The voltage of the fuel cell is increased by connecting fuel cells in series. The process is 

called stacking. Efficient method of a serial connection is called “bipolar plate”. In a 

hydrogen fuel cell setup, the oxygen and hydrogen are directed to opposite faces of the same 

plate. The bipolar plate is grooved from both sides in order to create small flow tunnels for 

the gas flow of both gases. The anode, electrolyte and cathode are installed on the same plate. 

(Larminie & Dicks, 2000, pp. 6-9) 
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Figure 9. Bipolar plate arrangement in a “Proton Exchange Membrane”. (Larminie & Dicks, 

2000) 

 

Figure 9 shows an example of a bipolar plate arrangement. The middle plate acts as surface 

area for both anode and cathode electrodes and contains the electrolyte between them. The 

bipolar plates have the hydrogen flow on the front face and the oxygen flow on the back face 

(or other way around). (Larminie & Dicks, 2000, pp. 6-9) 

 

4.3   Fuel Cell types  

The fuel cells differ roughly by catalyst and electrolyte. Fuel cells are categorized to either 

alkaline or acid by the chemical composition of the electrolyte. The difference in the amount 

of heat introduced to the system is also a dividing factor. (Larminie & Dicks, 2000, pp. 14-

17) 

 

Proton exchange membrane fuel cell 

Proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cell uses solid polymer as an electrolyte. The 

polymer structure enables solidity of the cell, while ensuring mobility of protons in the 
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electrolyte. PEM -cells run at low temperatures, which causes a reduction in the speed of 

reactions within the cell. The slow reaction rates are addressed by using platinum as catalyst. 

Catalyst does not add significantly to the price of the cell, since only minute amounts of 

platinum catalyst have to be used. PEM cell requires pure hydrogen in order achieve reaction. 

(Larminie & Dicks, 2000, pp. 14-17) 

Alkaline fuel cell 

Alkaline fuel cell (AFC) uses highly porous electrodes, platinum catalysts and operates at 

high pressures. Alkaline fuel cells have been used in spacecraft engineering. AFC’s are 

classified as low temperature fuel cells, even though they operate at higher temperature than 

PEM fuel cells. AFC’s operate with either completely A;9 free fuel or else they must be 

operated with pure oxygen and hydrogen. (Larminie & Dicks, 2000, pp. 14-17) 

Phosphoric acid fuel cell 

Phosphoric acid fuel cell (PAFC) is one of the first commercially utilized fuel cells and can 

be found in systems reaching 200 kW power. Reaction rates are boosted with porous 

electrodes, fairly high temperatures (220 Celsius) and platinum catalysts. PAFC’s offer a 

reliability of function and can run for over a year without human intervention in the form of 

maintenance or shut-down. (Larminie & Dicks, 2000, pp. 14-17) 

Solid oxide fuel cell 

Solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) can be classified as a high temperature fuel cell. SOFC operates 

at the temperatures of 600-1000 Celsius, which means it can be operated without expensive 

catalysts. The purity of the fuel is not an issue because gases such as natural gas can be 

utilized as a fuel directly. The SOFC systems have more external parts and are expensive to 

manufacture since the operation conditions require pre-heating for fuel and cooling systems. 

(Larminie & Dicks, 2000, pp. 14-17) 

Molten carbonite fuel cell 

Molten carbonite fuel cells require carbon dioxide in air to work. They operate in a high 

temperature, which means that a comparatively inexpensive catalyst - such as nickel - can 

be used. Nickel aids also by creating an electrical basis for the electrode. MCFC does not 

require pure hydrogen to work, it can be used with gases like methane and coal gas. 
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Disadvantage of MCFC is the electrolyte, which consists of hot corrosive mixture of 

potassium, lithium and sodium carbonites. (Larminie & Dicks, 2000, pp. 14-17) 

 

4.4  Figures for comparing Fuel Cells 

Key figure for comparing fuel cell electrolytes and electrodes is current per unit area. This 

is known as current density, which is given in 1 mA/cm2. Multiplying this figure with 

specific operating voltage, in fuel cells typically 0,6-0,7 Volts,  the power per unit area 1 

mW/cm2  can be calculated. (Larminie & Dicks, 2000, pp. 21-23) 

 

The figures of merit for stacks of bipolar plates are the relationships between power, mass 

and volume.  (Larminie & Dicks, 2000, pp. 21-23): 

 

!BC?D	E?FG#HI = 	
!BC?D
JBKLM?

	$N MO⁄  

 

Specific power is the measure of power per unit mass (Larminie & Dicks, 2000, pp. 21-23):  

 

QR?S#T#S	!BC?D = 	
!BC?D
UVGG

	N $W⁄  

 

Fuel cells performance drops over time due to deterioration of electrodes and electrolytes. 

The standard engineering measures for lifetime of a fuel cell are not applicable in this 

context. Life of a fuel cell is over when it can no longer provide the rated power; fuel cell 

rated for 10kW can no longer deliver 10kW. Indicators for deterioration can be for example: 

percentage of deterioration per hour, decline in voltage per hour. (Larminie & Dicks, 2000, 

pp. 21-23) 
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4.5  Fuel Cell efficiency  

The most important figure of comparison is efficiency.  The conception of efficiency in fuel 

cells differs crucially form that of a diesel engine or any other conventional engine. The 

energy created in the reactions within the fuel cell is explained in the concept of “Gibbs free 

energy of formation”. The available energy depends on the “enthalpy of formation” of the 

chemical bonds of the substances at the input and the output of the fuel cell. The term 

“enthalpy of formation”, rather than simply enthalpy, indicates that the inherent energy of 

the chemical bonds depends also on the pressure and temperature of the substances. The 

available energy of the fuel cell is the difference between the products one mole of 89;, and 

the inputs one mole of 89 and half mole of ;9. The molar specific Gibbs free energy 

(Larminie & Dicks, 2000, p. 27): 

 

∆W̅Z = WZ	BT	RDB[LSHG −	WZ	BT	D?VSHVFH  (2) 

 

where ∆W̅Z is the molar specific Gibbs free energy [kJ/mole], WZ	BT	RDB[LSHG the molar 

specific energy of water [kJ/mole], WZ	BT	D?VSHVFH the molar specific energy of reactants 

(89 +
]
9
;9) [kJ/mole].  

 

In a basic hydrogen fuel cell reaction ∆W̅Z is not constant, but changes with the states of the 

substance and the temperatures. (Larminie & Dicks, 2000, p. 31)  

 

Two electrons must pass the external circuit in order to create a fuel cell reaction, as 

described in the basics of fuel cell (chapter 3.1). Therefor the charge of electrons in hydrogen 

fuel cell reaction is (Larminie & Dicks, 2000, p. 28):  

 

−2^? = −24	ABLKBM_G     (3) 
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where ^ is the Avogadro’s number, ? is the charge in one electron, 4 is the Farraday’s 

constant.   

 

Assuming the electrical work for moving the charge in equation (3) around is equal to the 

energy released in the chemical reaction in equation (2): (Larminie & Dicks, 2000, p. 28) 

 

∆W̅Z = −24 ∙ `    (4) 

 

where ` is the voltage [V] of the fuel cell. 

 

Solving ` from the equation (4): 

 

` =
∆abc
9d

     (5) 

 

Equation (5) gives the reversible open circuit voltage of a hydrogen fuel cell [V], also known 

as the electromotive force (EMF). This voltage is different in different temperatures and 

pressures of reaction, since the molar specific Gibbs free energy is dependent on temperature 

and pressure.  The amount of maximum energy is dependent on the chosen molar enthalpy 

of vaporisation of water is used to define ∆W̅Z.  Using lower heating value (LHV) will give 

a lower voltage than using higher heating value (HHV). The maximum efficiency is thus 

(Larminie & Dicks, 2000, p. 32): 

 

ef"g =
∆abc
∆hic

j	100%    (6) 
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where  ∆ℎbZ is the enthalpy of formation in the chosen state and pressure [kJ/mole], and ∆W̅Z 

is the enthalpy of formation in a standard reference state (25℃, 0,1	URV) with pure elements 

in complete combustion [kJ/mole]. 

 

In a further theoretical calculation of single cell voltage, the effect of pressure has to be taken 

into account since it affects the Gibbs free energy alongside the effects of temperature. The 

effect of pressure to utilizable voltage is expressed in the Nernst equation. Using units of 

Bar as measure of pressure, the Nernst equation is (Larminie & Dicks, 2000, p. 37):  

 

` = `q + rs
9d
KF t

uvw∙uxw

y
w

uvwx
z    (7) 

 

Where `q is the cell Voltage in standard pressure [V],  { is the molar gas constant (8,314) 

[| }MBK⁄ ],  ~ is the gas temperature, !�w is the partial pressure of 89 in the mixture [Bar], 

!,9 is the partial pressure of ;9 in the mixture [Bar] and !�wÄ is the partial pressure of 89; 

in the mixture [Bar].  

 

4.5.1   General formula for fuel cell efficiency 

Efficiency of a working fuel cell can be calculated with following formula (Larminie & 

Dicks, 2000, p. 42): 

 

`TT#S#?FSI, e = ÅZ
Ç
].ÑÖ

100	%   (8) 

 

Where ÅZ is the factor of fuel utilization [0,90-0,95], V is the actual voltage of a single cell 

in a fuel cell stack [V], 1.48 [V] (from equation 5) is the maximum voltage if all of the energy 

of hydrogen would be utilized using higher heating value of products and reactants.  
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4.5.2   Losses in a fuel cell 

Theoretical simulation of losses in a fuel cell is much more complex process than simple 

considerations of pressure and temperature of the gas mixture.  Losses that decrease the 

voltage, also called irreversibilities, consist of following (Larminie & Dicks, 2000, pp. 47-

48): 

 

• Activation losses. The slowness of reactions on the surface of electrodes causes 

activation losses.  

 

• Fuel crossover and internal currents. Waste of fuel passing through electrolyte and 

electron conduction through electrolyte contribute to the fuel cell losses. Ideally the 

electrolyte transports only ions through the cell. Fuel diffusion and electron flow 

through the cell lead to current losses and fuel losses. Effect is minimal but occurs to 

certain extent in low temperature fuel cells.  

 

• Ohmic losses. Voltage drop caused by ohmic losses, also called “resistive” losses, 

are caused by electrode materials resistance to electron flow, as well electrolytes 

resistance to flow of ions. Voltage drop caused by ohmic losses is proportional to 

current density in the fuel cell.  

 

• Mass transport or concentration losses. The reactants in the surface of electrodes 

change in concentration as the fuel cell is used, which results to concentration losses 

or mass transport losses. The change in the concentration leads to insufficient 

reactants at the electrode surface.  
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4.6 Selection criteria for fuel cells in cruise ships 

The strengths and weaknesses of different type of fuel cells should be addressed when 

choosing powerplant or powertrain for a certain purpose. Fuel cells capability to handle load 

transients is a differentiating factor among fuel cells. The auxiliary components that fuel cell 

needs in order to operate – the pumps, the blowers, the compressors, the heaters – are often 

referred to as the balance of plant (BoP). The high temperature fuel cells such as SOFC and 

MCFC usually have a higher rate of BoP than low or medium temperature fuel cells such as 

PEMFC. The parasitic consumption of electricity of BoP components increases on high 

loads and affects eventually to the fuel cell efficiency and its capability to handle load 

transients. In addition to higher BoP rate, the high temperature fuel cells have higher start-

up times. Therefor if a high temperature fuel cell is chosen to be the main power generator 

in marine application, it is advised that it is accompanied with auxiliary electricity storage 

components such as supercapacitors, batteries or flywheels to be able to meet the power 

peaks and short start-up times. (van Biert, et al., 2016) 

 

The fuel cell choice is most likely defined by the fuel that is used. PEMFC fuel cells have 

shown high electrical efficiencies when operated with pure hydrogen, but are a less optimal 

solution when operated with hydrocarbons. The fuel of PEMFC should be reformed and 

cleaned before utilization because of purity requirements of the fuel cell. Also in this case, 

the BoP rate becomes too high for feasible utilization. Using hydrocarbons as fuels, a high 

temperature fuel cell can reach high overall system efficiencies. When there is no intention 

to switch to alternative fuels such as hydrogen, the high temperature fuel cells can provide 

higher electrical efficiencies than conventional generators, especially accompanied with 

reciprocating engines or gas turbines. (van Biert, et al., 2016) 
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4.6.1  Waste heat utilization 

In the high temperature fuel cells the waste heat is utilized for fuel cells internal fuel 

reforming. In a combined heat and power system (CHP) the compressed air drawn to the 

SOFC or MCFC fuel cell’s reformer can be heated with the exhaust heat of a gas turbine 

(GT). The gas turbine drives a generator simultaneously to generate electricity. The CHP 

system works generally well with high temperature fuel cells. In stationary applications an 

integrated system could possibly achieve up to 70% fuel-to-electrical efficiency (Jia, et al., 

2013). Low temperature fuel cells working in the heat range of 50-85 Celsius are not 

considered applicable for CHP systems. (Shakeri, et al., 2020) 

 

Figure 10. Schematic representation of fuel cell/gas turbine hybrid. 

 

Introducing a gas turbine system on a fuel cell generator system decreases the fuel cells 

ability to respond to load transients due to dynamic characteristics of the combined system. 

According to Jia et al. (2013) the limited dynamic capability is a result of following factors: 

 

• Thermally induced stresses caused by sudden changes in operation can seriously 

impact the SOFC’s components and their lifecycle. Therefor fast changes SOFC’s 

operation are generally prohibited and the temperature is kept fairly constant to 

extend the life cycle of the fuel cell. 

• Large thermal inertia and fuel path dynamics lead to slow transient response in 

SOFC/GT systems.  
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Fast dynamic load demands lead to a significant voltage drop, which causes FC stack to shut 

down. Therefor electricity storage systems (ESS) are proposed as a solution for coping with 

load transients fuel cell/GT hybrid systems. (Shakeri, et al., 2020) 

 

Organic ranking cycle (ORC) system could be proposed for the waste heat of PEM fuel cells. 

ORC is based on widely adopted Rankine process. In the Rankine process the isentropic 

expansion of a superheated vapor in the turbine is converted into electricity (Cengel & Boles, 

2011). Organic fluids are used instead of steam in the ORC, in order to utilize low 

temperature heat streams (Uusitalo, 2014, p. 17). The waste heat created by the 

electrochemical reaction inside the fuel cell is simultaneously absorbed by the organic 

working liquid and becomes vapor. Then, the vapor passes through an expander at the 

condensing pressure producing electricity. After that, the liquid-vapour mixture of the 

working fluid passes through a condenser where the heat is removed and the working fluid 

is condensed.  (Shakeri, et al., 2020) 

 

 

Figure 11. Simplified ORC process flow diagram source: (Uusitalo, 2014, p. 17) 

 

The Figure 11 demonstrates a simplified ORC process flow diagram. In a simple ORC 

process, the main components are the evaporator, expander, condenser and a feed pump 

(Uusitalo, 2014, p. 17). The cycle efficiency is improved by adding a recuperator to the 
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process. If the working fluid exits the expander in a superheated state (= dry expansion), The 

recuperator can be used as an internal heat exchanger to preheat the working fluid entering 

the evaporator. (Uusitalo, 2014, p. 17)  
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Table 7. Summary of fuel cell technologies (Tornstad, et al., 2017)

Technology 
Relative 
cost 

Module Power 
levels (kW) Lifetime 

Tolerance 
for cycling Fuel Maturity Size 

Sensitivity 
to fuel 
impurtities Emissions Safety Apects Efficiency 

Alcaline fuel cell 
(AFC) Low Up to 500 kW Moderate Good 

High purity 
hydrogen 

High, experience from 
several applications 
including one ship Small High No Hydrogen 50-60 % (electrical) 

Phosphoric acid 
fuel cell (PAFC) Moderate 100-400 kW Excellent Moderate 

LNG, Methanol, 
Diesel, Hydrogen 

High, extensive 
experience from several 
application Large Medium 

CO2 and low levels of 
NOx 
if carbon fuel is used. 

High temperature (up 
to 200 C). Hydrogen 
and CO in reforming 
unit 

40 %(electrical) 80 
% (with heat 
recovery)  

Molten carbonate 
fuel cell (MCFC) High Up to 500 kW Good Low 

LNG, Methanol, 
Diesel, Hydrogen 

High, extensive 
experience from several 
applications including 
ships Large Low 

CO2 and low levels of 
NOx 
if carbon fuel is used. 

High temperature (600- 
700 C), Hydrogen and 
CO in cell from internal 
reforming  

50 %(electrical) 85 
% (with heat 
recovery)  

Solide oxide fuel 
cell (SOFC) High 20-60 kW Moderate Low 

LNG, Methanol, 
Diesel, Hydrogen 

Moderate, experience 
from several applications 
including ships  Medium Low 

CO2 and low levels of 
NOx 
if carbon fuel is used. 

High temperature (600- 
700 C),Hydrogen and 
CO in cell from internal 
reforming  

60 %(electrical) 85 
% (with heat 
recovery)  

Proton Exchange 
Membrane fuel 
cell(PEMFC) Low Up to 120 kW Moderate Good Hydrogen 

High, extensive 
experience from several 
applications including 
ships Small Medium  No Hydrogen 50-60 % (electrical) 

High Temperature 
PEM fuel cell (HT-
PEMFC) Moderate Up to 30 kW Unknown Good 

LNG, Methanol, 
Diesel, Hydrogen 

Low, experience some 
applications including 
ships Small Low 

CO2 and low levels of 
NOx 
if carbon fuel is used. 

High temperature (up 
to 200 C). Hydrogen 
and CO in reforming 
unit  50-60 % (electrical)  

Direct methanol 
fuel cell (DMFC) Moderate Up to 5 kW Moderate Good Methanol Under development Small Low CO2 Methanol  20 % (electrical)  
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The data in Table 7 is taken from EMSA’s study on the use of fuel cells in shipping. Table 

illustrates selection criteria and characteristics of various types of fuel cells. Tolerance for 

cycling describes the fuel cell’s ability to withstand temperature changes caused by starting 

and stopping of operation as well as capacity to handle load transients (Tornstad, et al., 

2017). According to the ratings in the table, the high temperature fuel cells are most fragile 

to cycling. The table reveals, while MCFC’s possess a high electrical efficiency, they are 

large and have a low tolerance of cycling. PEMFC’s on the other hand show versatility, 

excelling on factors such as tolerance, efficiency and cost. Downside of PEMFC’s is the 

sensitivity to fuel impurities.  

 

PEMFC’s capability to follow fast changes in power demand, start-up and shut-down times 

comparable to diesel engines, make them most valid fuel cell option for a vehicle that is 

aiming for hydrocarbon free operation. Since one of the aims of this study is to have a cruise 

ship that operates on pure hydrogen, PEMFC’s are the focus of attention in the forthcoming 

chapters. 

 

4.7  Volume and mass demand of PEM fuel cell systems 

Minnehan & Pratt (2017) conducted a study on practical application limits of fuel cells in 

marine vessels. Various heavy-duty fuel cell systems were compared in the study in order to 

create equations and trend lines for approximating a PEM fuel cell system mass and volume 

in a specific range of power demand. This section elaborates on those results, while re-

evaluating the data used in the analysis. Since the study was conducted in 2017, the data 

used in this section is updated to be relevant for 2021.  

 

The goal of the fuel cell system sizing is to find maximum values for fuel cell specific power 

and power density (defined in chapter 3.4). FC systems require also auxiliary equipment 

such as pumps, heat exchangers and blowers. These items have power and space 

requirements of their own. The fuel cell system can be analysed in two ways: 1. By finding 

the specific markers for the whole fuel cell system (auxiliary equipment included) 2. By 
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finding the specific markers for the fuel cell module (without auxiliary equipment).  The 

system level markers are used for space demand calculations. The markers that consider only 

the PEMFC module itself are examined for reference. (Minnehan & Pratt, 2017, pp. 22-23) 

 

The system boundaries are not always clear in the brochures made by companies. This has 

to be kept in mind when creating estimations of total space usage of a system. (Minnehan & 

Pratt, 2017, pp. 22-23) The systems have evolved towards self supported module design. 

This is important from the viewpoint of machinery classification. The classification process 

is difficult and time consuming if all system parts come from different suppliers. This is why 

notable suppliers have already created solutions that are compliant with marine 

classifications (Ballard, 2022) (Power Cell, 2021a). The fuel cell system is often viewed as 

an engine. The vital parts of fuel cell system that are (in most cases) not included in the fuel 

cell “engines” are: Cathode air supply and the fuel supply tank. The piping and the space 

demand of these inputs is excluded from the engine system dimensions.  

 

Table 8. Dimensions and key figures from commercially available PEM fuel cell systems. 

(Ballard, 2022) (US Fuel Cell, 2020) (Power Cell, 2021b) (Power Cell, 2021a) 

(Hydrogenics, 2021) 

COMPANY   POWERCELL POWECELL HYDROGENICS HYDROGENICS 

BALLARD 
POWER 
SYSTEMS 

BALLARD 
POWER 
SYSTEMS US FUELCELL 

MODEL   
Marine 
System 200 

Power 
generation 
100 HD 90 HD 45 FC Wave Move HD Fce 80 

POWER kW 200 100 93 45 200 100 80 

WIDTH  m 0,730 0,606 1,582 0,848 1,220 1,996 0,916 

DEPTH  m 0,900 0,696 1,085 0,406 0,738 0,802 0,879 

HEIGHT m 2,200 0,674 0,346 0,255 2,220 0,44 0,614 

VOLUME m3 1,445 0,284 0,594 0,088 1,999 0,704 0,494 

MASS kg 1070 170 360 95 875 260 248 

SPECIFIC POWER kW/kg 0,187 0,588 0,258 0,474 0,229 0,385 0,323 

POWER DENSITY kW/L 0,138 0,352 0,157 0,513 0,100 0,142 0,162 

HEAT OUTPUT MAX kW 300 140 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

SYSTEM PEAK 
FUEL EFFICIENCY   54 45 59 59 56 57 56,9 
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Figure 12. Power density of commercially available fuel cells. Power plotted as a function 

of volume. Data from Table 8. 

 

 

Figure 13. Specific power of commercially available fuel cells. Power plotted as a function 

of mass. Data from Table 8. 
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The fuel cell system size can be estimated and predicted by using simple linear regressions 

presented in Figure 12 and Figure 13. (Minnehan & Pratt, 2017, pp. 24-25) When finding 

out specific power of the system, the equation of the trendline is:   

 

!"#$%['(] = 0,1522 ∙ 1233['4] + 49,946  (9) 

 

The equation of the trendline for power density: 

 

!"#$%['(] = 83,335 ∙ ;"<=1$[1>] + 50,083  (10) 

 

Another strategy for estimating the size is using the dimensions of a single dedicated module 

and multiplying it for sufficient power production. Two of the modules in the Table 8 are 

designed to be “stacked” to create higher powers. The Power Cell marine system 200 is 

modular solution (Power Cell, 2021a). Eight pieces of the module create total of 1MW of 

power.  
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5 Machinery rooms in cruise ships 

Basic arrangement of cruise ship machinery room is usually compromise between feasibility, 

economic realities and the demands of the customer. These factors have evolved the design 

of cruise ships to a certain shape. In addition to economic considerations manoeuvrability in 

harbours and channels affects the dimensions of the ship. Storage of certain amount of 

lifeboats needs to be taken into account. Hull shape affects the propulsion efficiency. Other 

factors such as draught, sea-keeping and hydrodynamics need to be taken in to account as 

well. In commercial ships the machinery room design is often designed for least amount of 

space usage possible for given components rather than consideration of most optimal 

technical solution for machinery use.  (Häkkinen, 1993, pp. 5-12) (Micoli, et al., 2021) 

 

International maritime organization (IMO) is in charge of the safety of life at seas convention 

(SOLAS), which is the most notable international treaty that sets standards for maritime 

safety. (IMO, 2019) On the other hand “flag state” is the nationality and the jurisdiction 

under whose laws the vessel is registered to. The flag state must ensure that ships under their 

flag comply to the international regulations such as SOLAS. (Norquist, et al., 2014, p. 258) 

The chosen flag state of the ship recognizes specific classification society to regulate and 

verify builders practices regarding SOLAS as well as ensuring that the rules specific to class 

are followed. (Eyres & Bruce, 2012, pp. 37-38) 

 

 

Figure 14. Principle image of main fire zones. 
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According to SOLAS, ship bulkheads are categorized by their capability to withstand fire 

using notations A, B and C. A-class being the highest class. A-60 bulkhead can prevent fire 

and smoke in a standard fire test a duration of 60 minutes. Ship with a capacity of over 36 

passengers has to be divided with A-class bulkhead longitudinally to main fire zones (FZ), 

also called main vertical zones (MVZ), as presented in the Figure 14.  Normal length of the 

main fire zones is 40 m, maximum allowable length being 48 m. The fire zone has to end in 

the same line with a watertight bulkhead if the fire zone is more than 40 m long. The surface 

area of the fire zone should not exceed 1600 m2 for one deck. The main fire zones must be 

codirectional with watertight bulkheads. The compartments within the main fire zones are 

divided with A-class or B-class bulkheads depending on the specific function of the spaces 

within them. Fireproof or fire resistant materials have to be used in the linings of sealings 

and walls. (Räisänen, 1997) 

 

 

 

Figure 15.  Example arrangement of the machinery deck with main generator placement and 

fuel tank placement. 

 

The image in Figure 15 shows the locations of fuel tanks and main generators in an example 

machinery deck arrangement. The ship is divided to 7 main vertical zones (MVZ). The main 

fuel storage tanks are located in the third and the fourth vertical zone from the front or the 

bow of the ship. The generators are in separate zones in the fifth and the sixth vertical zones. 
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These zones, along with their relative location in the arrangement are very common places 

for main generators in cruise ships. 

 

5.1  Safe return to port (SRtP) 

According to the Wärtsilä encyclopaedia of marine and energy technology the SOLAS 

definition of SRtP is following: “Ship shall be designed so that the essential systems remain 

operational and the ship must be able to proceed to safe port under their own power after a 

fire casualty which does not exceed casualty threshold or a flooding of any single watertight 

compartment.” On the other hand casualty threshold is defined followingly: “A loss of space 

of fire origin up to nearest “A” class division if the space is protected by a fixed fire-

extinguishing system, or a loss of space of origin and adjacent spaces up to the nearest “A” 

class divisions which are not part of the space of fire origin if it is not protected by a fixed 

fire-extinguishing system.” If the casualty threshold is exceeded, the ship is evacuated. 

SOLAS nevertheless requires some essential systems to still be operational for three hours 

to support the “orderly evacuation” of the vessel.  (Wärtsilä, 2022) 

 

In practice the classification society, for example Norwegian Det Norske Veritas (DNV), 

gives methods, technical requirements, principles and acceptance criteria for the SRtP 

designs of the ship. Each machinery system in the cruise ship that is relevant to SRtP will 

have their own SRtP descriptions and documents.  

 

5.1.1  SRtP scenarios for propulsion machinery 

The main propulsion generators are usually divided to two compartments, both of which are 

capable of operating on their own. If one of the compartments is lost because of casualty, 

the other one can assure safe return to port. If the systems are connected with pipelines, the 

shut-off valves must be located in both sides of the compartment wall, so they can be closed 

from the side that is not under a casualty. (Takala & Bozkeyik, 2022)  
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As consequence, there has to be a fuel tank that ensures the safe return on both sides of the 

ship divided from the compartment boundary between main generators. In the example 

arrangement (Figure 15.) the boundary is between fire zones 5 and 6. In LNG powered ships 

the common solution is to change the operating fuel to marine gas oil (MGO) upon a 

casualty. This removes the necessity of having sizable LNG tank on both sides of the ship. 

Instead 2 MGO tanks are added both sides of the ship. These tanks have to be able to power 

the ship during the SRtP journey specified for the ship. The size of the tank is completely 

dependent on the route of the ship. Tanks must be dimensioned for approximately 1000 

nautical miles for crossing the Atlantic or 1500 for Pacific Ocean, depending on the agreed 

distance of SRtP journey. (Takala & Bozkeyik, 2022) 

 

5.2  Available machinery space volume 

In order to investigate the possibility of replacing the main generators with an alternative 

technology the actual mass and volume of the conventional generator machinery that is 

chosen to be removed has to be pieced together. This is challenging for various of reasons. 

Knowledge of the interconnected systems such as cooling water, waste heat utilization, 

separators, oil boilers and scrubbers have to be gathered. To have an idea of the extent to 

which the auxiliary systems are stripped of, the difference in the possibility of waste heat 

utilization has to be found out.  

 

The sizes of main generators, the clearances and the systems connected to them are 

dependent on the specific case of ship. The available volumes of clearance and the volumes 

and masses occupied by machinery units themselves have to be calculated piece by piece. In 

the chapter “Reference ship data” a calculation of the available space is put together from 

incomplete data available of the reference ship. A method of approximating the total 

available volume is explained in this chapter in order to have comparable values for 

estimation.  
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5.2.1  Methods for approximating the available volume and mass 

Similar to methods used for estimating the Fuel Cell size, the available volume and mass of 

machinery space can be approximated by creating a trendline of mass and volume data 

known from previous and current projects. Minnehan & Pratt (2017) studied generic engine 

data from suppliers such as Wartsila, MTU and MAN in addition to onboard data from 

shipbuilders. The study concludes that the engine rooms in the reference ships possess much 

more volume than just the volume of the engine itself. According to observations from layout 

details of the case ships the available volume of the engine room is at least five times that of 

the engine because of the required clearances for accessibility and maintenance. Minnehan 

& Pratt (2017) claim these clearances can be greatly reduced in a system powered by fuel 

cells, as a consequence the free engine room space is calculated as 2,5 times the size of the 

volume of engine itself.  

 

It is important to notice that most of the machinery arrangements in the study by Minnehan 

& Pratt (2017) were not cruise ships. Cruise ship machinery space is considerably more 

tightly arranged because of cooling and air conditioning demand in addition to larger systems 

of waste handling and water production. Machinery space estimations from these studies 

will be used as a comparative value in this study by the assumption that the clearance spaces 

surrounding the generator units will remain more or less the same regardless of the ship type. 

The size of the fuel tanks of the conventional generator units is a much more complicated 

issue. The tank size is in proportion to the ship purpose, type and possible access to refuelling 

points. 
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Figure 16. General power-mass characteristics of common marine diesel engines. Data: 

(Minnehan & Pratt, 2017, p. 34) 

 

The Figure 16 shows that power-mass characteristics of a common marine diesel engine can 

be expressed with equation:  

 

!"#$%['(] = 0,0692 ∙ 1233['4] + 1748,6  (11) 
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Figure 17. General power-volume characteristics of common marine diesel engines. Data: 

(Minnehan & Pratt, 2017, p. 34) 

 

The Figure 17 shows that power-volume characteristics of a common marine diesel engine 

can be expressed with equation:  

 

!"#$%['(] = 54,066 ∙ ;"<=1$[1>] + 1906  (12) 
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5.3  Regulations for hydrogen 

Specific prescriptive regulations and rules are not yet placed for the use of hydrogen as 

marine fuel. For classification at the moment the SOLAS regulations for conventional fuels 

are used. The separate marine safety committee (MSC) of IMO has sub-committee on 

Carriage of Cargo and Containers (CCC), which is responsible for International Code of 

Safety for Ship Using Gases or Other Low-flashpoint fuels (IGF) code. IGF code is 

applicable to hydrogen fuelled vessels and Fuel Cells are intended to be added to IGF code, 

but are not currently part of it. (DNV GL, 2019, p. 32) 

 

The IGF code gives detailed prescriptive requirements only for LNG fuel systems. The 

“alternative design” approach must be used for other fuels. The “alternative design” approval 

process is a risk-based approval process, in which the alternative design has to be able to 

demonstrate an equivalent level of safety compared to conventional oil fuelled ships. The 

process opens solutions for novel technologies not covered by prescriptive rules. (DNV GL, 

2019, p. 85) 
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6  Reference Ship Data 

The relevant data that is available from the reference ship is presented in this chapter. The 

reference ship is a 294 meters long cruise liner with a gross tonnage of a 99700. The ships 

power plant is diesel electric. The electricity to propulsion motors is supplied from 4 main 

engines, which also supply electricity to other electrical consumers in the ship. In addition 

to electrical power, the ship uses oil boiler for generating steam. Incinerator system, which 

is also an oil consumer, is used for getting rid of waste.  

 

Table 9. Ship specifications 

Ship length  294 m 

Beam 35 m 

Max Speed at sea 22 Knots 

Gross Tonnage 99700 GT 

Passenger capacity 2506 pcs. 

Crew number 1000 pcs. 

 

Table 10. Main generator power, Propulsion power and Thruster power.  

GENERATOR POWER pcs. INSTALLED POWER/ kW 

Main diesel, Large 2 14000 

Main diesel, Small 2 10000 

Total   48000 

PROPULSION POWER pcs. INSTALLED POWER/ kW 

Propulsion power 2 14000 

Total   28000 

THRUSRTER POWER pcs. INSTALLED POWER/ kW 

Bow thruster 3 3600 

Stern Thruster 2 3000 

Total   16800 
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The load calculations from the design phase of the ship are available from the company data. 

The load balance is done in 4 operating modes: Harbour, maneuvering, at sea at summer 16 

knots, at sea at summer full speed. The proportional amounts of power consumption are 

combined from a detailed analysis in company data, which follows load balance practices 

specified in chapter 2.4.  

 

 

Figure 18. The proportional amount of power usage for each electrical consumer 

subdivision. 
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6.1  Dataset 

A dataset consisting data from a 30 day voyage is available form ship main automation 

system. The datapoints are captured on a minute basis. Total time is 44640 minutes. The 

following data is analysed for power demand calculations: 

• Electrical power supply of the 4 main engines [kW] 

• Power demand of 2 propulsors and 5 thrusters [kW] 

• Vessel speed [knot] 

• Latitude and longitude points [degree] 

 

6.2  The ship route data 

The dataset is broken down to smaller size in order to map out the ships route. The entire 30 

day route is following from start to finish: San Miguel de Cozumel, Mexico – Belize City, 

Belize – Coxen Hole, Honduras – Limon, Costa Rica – Colon, Panama – Cartagena, 

Colombia – Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic – La Romana, Dominican Republic – 

Ocho Rios, Jamaica – Montego Bay, Jamaica – Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic – 

Philipsburg, Anguilla – Funchal, Madeira – Gibraltar, Spain – Barcelona, Spain – Palma, 

Mallorca – Malaga, Spain. 

 

For further analysis the entire route is broken down to two smaller trips. The consumption 

behaviour of smaller routes with more frequent stops can be studied in addition to studying 

the entire trip. The entire rote is broken to smaller pieces followingly: 

• Trip 1 considers all stops form San Miguel de Cozumel in Mexico to La Romana in 

Dominican Republic. Trip 1 duration is 9 days. 

• Trip 2 considers all stops from Santo Domingo in Domican Republic to Gibraltar in 

Spain.  Trip 2 duration is 11 days 

• Trip 3 considers entire journey of 30 days.  
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Figure 19. The travelled route is mapped from the ship coordinates on the dataset. The 

mapped points are taken every 8 hours: At 7:00, 15:00 and 23:00. 
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6.3  Power demand  

The dataset contains values of power demand of propulsors and thrusters as well as values 

of power supply from 4 main generators. This data is taken on a minute basis. The specific 

power consumption and production data is formulated to trip specific sizes. Trip specific 

power consumption and production curves are formulated for further study of consumption 

behaviour.   

 

 

Figure 20. Total generated power, propulsion power and thruster power for trip 1.  
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Figure 21. Total generated power, propulsion power and thruster power for trip 2.  

 

Figure 22. Total generated power, propulsion power and thruster power for trip 3. 
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The total generator power in figures 20, 21 and 22 is the sum of electrical power [kW] 

production of all 4 generators aboard the ship. The minute by minute consumption is 

organized from highest to lowest in the graph; the graph does not make any claim to the 

actual time of consumption, only the length of the timespan. The propulsion power and the 

thruster power are the actual electrical consumptions of these propulsion components. Since 

the total generated power is known, the power consumed by other processes in the ship can 

be assessed by subtracting the propulsion power and the thruster power from total generated 

power.  

 

6.3.1  Power and speed behaviour of the ship 

The relation between vessel speed and power consumption is investigated from the dataset. 

Power demand is plotted as a function of speed.  

 

 

Figure 23. Power demand as a function of speed. 
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Figure 23 shows that the power demand remains approximately in the range of 5000 kW-

10000 kW when the vessel speed is 0 knot. The power demand remains above 4000 kW for 

most of the cruise time and the maximum demand is in the range of 30000-32500 kW at the 

speed of 18-22 knot. The maximum power demand does not come near the nominal power 

of the propulsion system (48000 kW).  
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The relation between ships speed and power is further assessed by calculating the average 

generator consumption and sample deviations at specific speed ranges. 

 

 

Figure 24. Calculated power demand averages at chosen speed ranges and deviations of 

power demand within speed ranges. 
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Figure 24 shows that according to the dataset the average power demand increases with 

vessel speed gradually. However the power demand decreases after the range of 2-3 knot, 

after which the demand stays under 8000 kW till the speed of the vessel is over 10 knot. 

Figure also shows that highest sample deviation in consumption is in the ranges of 15-16 

and 20-21 knot. 

 

The amount of time spent in different speed ranges is assessed from the dataset. The time is 

assessed by using the sample sizes of speed ranges in collected in Figure 24.  

 

 

Figure 25. Proportion of time spent in speed ranges, when total time is 44640 minutes.  Speed 

ranges that constitute less than 2% of total time are bundled as “other speeds” 
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6.4 Reference ship free machinery space volume  

Volume demands of the conventional system are investigated in order to assess the free 

volume that can be utilized for the hydrogen fuel cell system. As pointed out in chapter 4 the 

free space can be determined only by identifying systems and items that will be removed as 

a consequence of changing the fuel source. This process requires further investigation of 

interconnected systems and definite analysis of all systems to be removed is outside the 

scope of this study.  

 

Table 11. Items removed and affected by change of main generators. 

ITEMS TO BE REMOVED Mass/ton Volume/m3 

Main engine1 183 240 

Main engine2 183 240 

Main engine3 135 168 

Main engine4 135 168 

Fuel feed system1 3 10,5 

Fuel feed system2 3 10,5 

Total 642 837 

      

      

ITEMS AFFECTED  Mass/ton Volume/m3 

Main engine cooling water system N/A N/A 

Scrubber system N/A N/A 

Exhaust treatment N/A N/A 

      

      

TANK SPACES AFFECTED Mass/ton Volume/m3 

Total Heavy Fuel Oil 2695 2750 

Total Diesel Oil 342 398 

Total Lubricating Oil  214 238 

Exhaust gas cleaning 711 661 

Sludge tanks 405 405 

Total 4367 4452 

 

Table 11 is created from available data of the actual volumes and masses of specified 

systems. The main engine cooling water system, scrubber system and exhaust system are 

listed in the Table 11 as possible systems that are affected by the generator change. How 
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ever since these systems are connected to other systems that produce exhaust gasses a 

definite answer of the amount of volume “freed” by these systems as a consequence of 

generator change is left out of the scope of this study.  

 

6.4.1   Total free volume in the main vertical zone 

Considering the rules of SOLAS, explained in the chapter 5, limits of main vertical zone are 

eventually the defining factor for the maximum possible volume for the hydrogen tank. 

General arrangement drawings from recently built LNG powered cruise ships show that the 

volume dedicated to LNG tanks is approximately 0,22 times the total volume of the area 

enclosed by main vertical zone. In this estimation the tanks are measured from the outside 

surface of the tank and the vertical zone is measured from the outside surface of the 

bulkheads and ship hull. Total height of the area of MVZ is three decks, ranging from deck 

0 to 1. 

 

Table 12. Reference ship main vertical zone dimensions and estimated tank sizes 

REFERENCE SHIP FIRE ZONE SIZE   

DECK 0 6375,60 m3 

TWEEN DECK  4471,20 m3 

DECK 1 4636,80 m3 

Total 15483,60 m3 

      

TANK SIZES (estimation)   

LNG Tank 1 1435,16 m3 

LNG Tank 2 1435,16 m3 

LNG Tank 3 544,78 m3 

Total 3415,10 m3 

 

 

According to Table 12 the total volume of the main fire zone in the reference ship is 15484 

m3. Assuming the tank space is 0,22 the volume of main vertical zone, the total space 

dedicated to tanks will be 3415 m3, as presented in the table  
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Figure 26. The relative position of generators and the fuel tanks in an example machinery 

deck arrangement.  

 

The figure 26 illustrates the positioning of LNG tanks, main generators and the MGO fuel 

tanks in an example arrangement of machinery deck. Arrangement in figure is used in table 

12 to calculate the tanks size in relation to the fire zone they where they are located in. Ship 

on the arrangement has dual fuel generators; they can operate on both LNG and liquid bunker 

fuels such as HFO, MGO and MDO. 
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7 Calculations 

The calculations that are used to specify the fuel cell system size and weight are presented 

in this chapter. They are done under the assumption that the total installed power and the 

power demand of the ship remains the same when switching from conventional generator to 

fuel cell powered system. The tank size is dimensioned for the trip number 1 specified in the 

chapter 6. Calculations and the results of other trips is presented in tables. The actual size 

and weight of the conventional engine is calculated to be used as reference value, even 

though the actual size and weight is already known.   

 

The engine mass trend is used to determine the total mass of the conventional diesel 

generator system. The system has two engines with a power of 10000 kW and two engines 

with a power of 14000 kW.  Solving the weight from engine mass trend: 

 

1233['4] =
@ABCD[EB]FGHIJ,K

L,LKMN
=

N∗GLLLLEPFGHIJ,K

L,LKMN
+

N∗GILLLEPFGHIJ,K

L,LKMN
= 592566,5	'4  

 

The engine volume trend is used to determine the total volume taken by the conventional 

diesel system. Solving the volume from the engine volume trend: 

 

;"<=1$[1>] =
@ABCD[EB]FGMLK

RI,LKK
=

N∗GLLLLEPFGMLK

RI,LKK
+

N∗GILLLEPFGMLK

RI,LKK
= 746,8	1>  

 

The estimation of free space is taken from the insight in chapter 5 that due to the clearance 

space around the engines, the total free space is 2,5 times the volume of the engine itself: 

 

S%$$	3T2U$ = 2,5 ∗ ;"<=1$[1>] = 2,5 ∗ 746,8	1> = 1867	1>	 
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The total mass of PEM fuel cell system is taken from the specific power trend for fuel cells 

in chapter 4. Total installed power 48000 kW is used in the equation. Solving the weight 

from the equation of specific power:  

 

VW1233['4] =
@ABCD[EB]	F	IM,MIK

L,GRNN
= 	315046,3	'4	  

 

The total volume of PEM fuel cell system is taken from power density trend for fuel cells in 

chapter 4. Solving the volume from the equation of power density: 

 

VW;"<=1$[1>] =
@ABCD[EB]	F	RL,LJ>

J>,>>R
= 	575,4	1>	  

 

The volume of the fuel cell system can also be assessed using the spaces required by modular 

marine fuel cell systems. Using the assumption that the modules can be stacked together, 

and the total space requirement is calculated simply by multiplying the space requirement of 

one module reported in the manufacturer’s technical specifications. Using the Supercell 

Marine system 200 specifications: One module has a power of 200 kW and size of 1,445 m3. 

The total space demand in a 48000kW system is accordingly: 

 

VW;"<=1$[1>] =
48000	'(

200	'(
∗ 1,445	1> = 346,8	1>		 

 

Calculating the total space of Ballard Power Systems FC Wave: One module has a power of 

200 kW and size of 2,22 m3. The total space demand in a 48000kW system is accordingly:  

 

VW;"<=1$[1>] =
48000	'(

200	'(
∗ 2,22	1> = 532,8	1>		 
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Figure 27. The total power demand during trip 1.   

 

The total power demand of trip 1 is calculated from the minute by minute data of combined 

power consumption of all 4 generators depicted in Figure 20 and Figure 27. Using the 

assumption that the power does not fluctuate significantly within a minute, the total 

consumption in kWmin (=kWminutes) is the sum total of all per minute readings from 1 to 

13239 minutes.  

 

XY$%4Z	Y$$[$[	S"%	;"Z24$['(ℎ] = ] T"#$%̂

G>N>M

^_G

= 187118238	'(1`Y

≈ 3119	b(ℎ 
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The required energy of hydrogen is calculated by the assumption made in chapter 4. and 

Table 7 that the average PEM-fuel cell electrical efficiency is 0,50: 

 

XY$%4Z	cN['(ℎ] =
XY$%4Z	Y$$[$[	S"%	;"Z24$	['(ℎ]

0,50
= 6237274	'(ℎ 

 

The required mass of hydrogen [kg] for the energy demand of the voyage [kWh] is solved 

using the lower heating value of hydrogen: 

 

b233	"S	cN['4] = XY$%4Z	cN['(ℎ] ∗
3,6

bd
'(ℎ
e 	

119,96	
bd

'4e
= 187181	'4 

 

The mass of hydrogen tank is calculated using the Gardner Cryogenics liquid hydrogen 

cylinder gravimetric specification specified in chapter 3. Table 6.:  

 

b233	"S	f2Y'	['4] = b233	"S	c2['4] ∗ g%2;`1$f%`U	3T$U h
'4	f2Y'

'4	c2
i 	→ 

b233	"S	f2Y'	['4] = 187181	'4 ∗ 8,7	
'4

'4e = 1628471	'4 

 

Total mass of hydrogen tank is solved by summing the tank mass and the fuel mass: 

 

b233	"S	f2Y'	['4] + b233	"S	cN['4] = 1815652	'4  

 

The volume of hydrogen tank is calculated using the Gardner Cryogenics liquid hydrogen 

cylinder volumetric specification specified in chapter 3. Table 6.:  
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k"<=1$	"S	f2Y'	[1>] =
b233	"S	c2['4]

k"<=1$f%`U	3T$U h
'4	c2
1>	f2Y'

i
= 4645	1>	 

 

7.1 Calculation results 

Results of calculations for machinery space- and mass demands are put to tables. The tables 

include space- and mass demand of the fuel cell machinery and space- and mass demand of 

liquid hydrogen tank for three trips (specified in chapter 6.2), when refuelling is not possible. 

Results of tank size calculations are also presented in a figure showing the dependency of 

tank size [m3] on distance travelled in nautical miles [knot], at specific speeds [knot].  

 

Table 13. Mass- and space demands of the fuel cell and the conventional diesel generator. 

Machinery mass by estimation (trendline) 592566 kg 

Machinery space by estimation (trendline) 747 m3 

Machinery mass (actual) 642000 kg 

Machinery free space (actual) 837 m3 

Free space (2,5 x space estimation) 1867 m3 

Free space (2,5 x space actual) 2092 m3 

Mass of PEM fuel cell  estimation (trendline) 315046 kg 

Space demand PEM fuel cell  estimation (trendline) 575 m3 

Marine system 200 space demand (modules) 347 m3 

Marine system mass demand (modules) 256800 kg 

FC Wave system space demand (modules) 533 m3 

FC Wave system mass demand (modules) 210000 kg 

 

The free space left by the removal of conventional engine in Table 13 is calculated from 

both the estimation of space demand and the actual space demand of the known equipment, 

by the assumption that the free space is 2,5 times the size of the volume of the engine.  
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Table 14. Calculated fuel cell mass- and space demands compared to figures from current 

diesel engine. (Data in Table 13) 

ACTUAL VOLUME AND MASS OF DIESEL ENGINE CALCULATED VOLUME AND MASS OF FUEL CELL (trendline estimation) 

Machinery free mass (actual) 642000 kg Mass of PEM fuel cell  estimation (trendline) 315046 kg 

Machinery free space (actual) 837 m3 Space demand PEM fuel cell  estimation (trendline) 575 m3 

ACTUAL VOLUME AND MASS OF DIESEL ENGINE CALCULATED VOLUME AND MASS OF FUEL CELL (type 1 module) 

Machinery free mass (actual) 642000 kg Marine system mass demand (modules) 256800 kg 

Machinery free space (actual) 837 m3 Marine system 200 space demand (modules) 347 m3 

ACTUAL VOLUME AND MASS OF DIESEL ENGINE CALCULATED VOLUME AND MASS OF FUEL CELL (type 2 module) 

Machinery free mass (actual) 642000 kg FC Wave system mass demand (modules) 210000 kg 

Machinery free space (actual) 837 m3 FC Wave system space demand (modules) 532,8 m3 

 

Table 15. The required liquid hydrogen tank mass- and space demand for specific trips if the 

entire ships power demand was covered with the hydrogen fuel cell.  

  Trip 3 Trip 2 Trip 1 

Average speed [knot] 11,2 14,3 9,8 

Distance (km/nautical miles) 15233/8225 6841/3694 4006/2163 

Required hydrogen energy [MWh] 21326 9583 6237 

Mass of hydrogen [kg] 639993 287585 187181 

Mass of liquid tank [kg] 5567940 2501990 1628471 

Total mass (tank+hydrogen) [kg] 6207933 2789575 1815652 

Size of tank m3 15881 7136 4645 

 

Table 16. The required liquid hydrogen tank mass- and space demand for specific trips if 

only the propulsion demand was covered with hydrogen fuel cell.  

  Trip 3 Trip 2 Trip 1 

Average speed [knot] 11,2 14,3 9,8 

Distance (km/nautical miles) 15233/8225 6841/3694 4006/2163 

Required hydrogen energy [MWh] 13192 6565 3686 

Mass of hydrogen [kg] 395879 197030 110623 

Mass of liquid tank [kg] 3444146 1714163 962420 

Total mass (tank+hydrogen) [kg] 3840025 1911193 1073043 

Size of tank m3 9823 4889 2745 

 

The values in Table 16 are derived from using the methods prescribed in the calculation of 

tank space demand for total power demand. The power demand of propulsion is taken from 

the power demand curves presented in chapter 6. 
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The feasibility of the resulted tank sizes can be assessed by comparing the calculated values 

to the know available space in the main fire zone (3415 m3) explained in chapter 6.  

 

Table. 17  Comparison of calculated liquid hydrogen tank sizes and assumed available space. 

  Tank size m3 Available Space m3 Feasibility 

TRIP 1 (entire power demand) 4645 3415 Not feasible 

TRIP 1 (propulsion demand) 2745 - - 

TRIP 2 (entire power demand) 7136 3415 Not feasible 

TRIP 2 (propulsion demand) 4889 - - 

TRIP 3 (entire power demand) 15881 3415 Not feasible 

TRIP 3 (propulsion demand) 9823 N/A Not feasible 

 

Table 17 shows the feasibility of the calculated tank sizes if the space demand of LNG tanks 

of recently built cruise ships were used as a reference value for available space. The available 

space regarding the trips where only propulsion demand is taken into account is an open 

question. The amount of space taken by the tank dedicated to hotel demand is not known, 

since only the propulsion is powered by liquid hydrogen tank. However powering the 

propulsion demand of the entire 44640 minute journey is deemed not feasible without 

knowing the specifics of hotel demand; the propulsion demand by itself exceeds the 

maximum available space.  
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Figure 28. Hydrogen tank size as a function of distance at different average speeds. 

 

Figure 28 shows how the reference ship liquid hydrogen tank size increases as a function of 

distance when the average consumptions at different speed ranges shown in Figure 24 are 

used as basis for calculation. The range is determined by the lowest speed on the specific 

power consumption.  
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Figure 28 shows that the furthest distance with least amount of space usage can be traveled 

when the vessel average speed is 13 knot. Using the available space 3415 m3 as the maximum 

limit for tank size, the maximum distances and tank sizes at specific speed ranges can be 

defined.   

 

 

 

Figure 29. Hydrogen tank size as a function of distance at different average speeds with 

assumed 3415 m3 limitation to tank size. 
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Figure 30. Distance travelled in different speed ranges according to data used in Figure 29. 

 

Figure 30 shows the maximum possible distances that can be travelled with the space 3415 

m3 space limitation, when the space demand is calculated using average consumption in 

specific speed ranges.  
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The minutely taken consumption and speed data from the reference ship makes it possible 

to observe the growth of tank size as a function of distance with the actual consumption 

rather than the average consumption at certain speed (Figure 29. and 30.). Therefor the tank 

size is calculated with the actual consumption data according previously specified methods 

for all data points in the dataset for trips 1,2 and 3.  

 

 

 

Figure 31. Hydrogen tank size in trip 1. Figure is showing the calculation based on actual 

consumption and the assumption of 3415 m3 space limit. 
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Figure 32. Hydrogen tank size in trip 2. Figure is showing the calculation based on actual 

consumption and the assumption of 3415 m3 space limit. 
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Figure 33. Hydrogen tank size in trip 3. Figure is showing the calculation based on actual 

consumption and the assumption of 3415 m3 space limit. 

 

Figures 31, 32 and 33 show that moving the starting point of the journey, or choosing a 

different route, does not have a significant effect on the growth of the tank size with the 

increase in distance, in this specific dataset. All of the trips reach the maximum tank size at 

1600-1700 nautical mile distance.  
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For further investigation a graph comparing other common fuels is made by applying the 

same methods used in the calculations. Using the volumetric specifications of HFO and 

LNG, the tank sizes in proportion to distance traveled can be solved.  

 

 

Figure 34. Tank sizes as a function of distance with different fuels. Actual speed and 

consumption data of the trip 3 used.  

 

Figure 34 highlights the difference in the space demand of different fuels. Volumetric energy 

densities from DNV’s study of alternative marine fuels (DNV GL, 2019, p. 28) is used for 

LNG (13 MJ/l) and HFO (35MJ/l). Fuel efficiency of 0,50 is assumed for LNG (Fuel Cell) 

and an average efficiency of 0,42 for marine diesel engine.  
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8 Conclusions 

This chapter bundles up the conclusions that can be drawn from the theoretical literature, the 

available reference data and the calculations results. 

 

8.1 System components  

The power system  

General observations on the structure of cruise ship power plants were made in the 

theoretical section. In order to avoid phase synchronization problems and large transformers, 

it is proposed that the fuel cell is integrated to a power system consisting of DC main bus 

using dc-dc converters. First this modification would require radical changes to the power 

system architecture. Secondly it would require further research and development on the area 

of high voltage DC breakers. It is noticed that in the future research, a study which 

emphasizes on the efficiency and feasibility of such electrical power systems to cruise ships 

should be conducted. 

 

The fuel cell type 

PEMFC’s and SOFC’s are both used in pioneering marine projects. In the context of this 

study PEMFC’s were found to be more suitable for replacing the entire power demand, since 

no auxiliary power devices or batteries were discussed. PEMFC’s offer more reliability in 

an environment which requires fast response to power transients. Moreover one of the main 

factors is the fuel. SOFC’s endure more impurities in the fuel. The SOFC’s could have more 

benefits if there were no intention to use pure hydrogen and aim for zero emissions. SOFC’s 

operate in higher temperatures, which make them better choice in terms of total efficiency if 

the waste heat is utilized. However due to the objective of the study – aiming to replace the 

entire power demand using a pure hydrogen fuelled fuel cell – the SOFC’s and other fuel 

cells were ruled out as an option and PEMFC’s were found to be the optimal solution. 
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The storage type 

An overview of hydrogen storage solutions was presented in the theoretical section. The 

sample calculations of the tank sizes were chosen to be completed with the specifications of 

a liquid hydrogen tank. In comparison to compressed gas storage, liquid hydrogen offers 

more energy in less space. An assembly pod of 8 tanks of compressed gas cylinders is 

reported to have the volumetric density of a 93,7 l/kg (=10,67 kg/ m3), while liquid hydrogen 

tank which can be stored in a larger vessel can have the volumetric density of 24,8 l/kg 

(40,32 kg/m3). Lack of information and practical studies of novel solutions such as metal 

hydrides lead to the conclusion that in the current state of technology the other storage 

technologies were found to be too immature for large scale utilization.    

 

8.2 Available mass- and space for generator 

The diesel generator 

Assessing the mass demand of conventional diesel generator using linear regression model 

of mass-power relationship (Figure 16.) gave 7,7% smaller weight for the generators mass 

compared to the actual known mass of the generators. The difference is 49434 kg, actual 

weight being 642000 kg and the calculated weight being 592566 kg. On the other hand, 

assessing the volume demand of conventional diesel generator by using linear regression 

model of mass-volume relationship (Figure 17.)  gave 10,75% smaller volume for the 

generators compared to the known volume. The difference is 90 m3, actual volume being 

837 m3 and the calculated volume being 747 m3. In the context of this study the models are 

found to be accurate enough to assess the available mass and space.  

 

Free space for engines 

The actual free space that is left by the removal of conventional diesel generators was 

assessed by assuming the total space would be 2,5 times the size of the volume of the 

generators. Using the actual known volume of the generators, the free space is 2092 m3. 

Using the calculated volume, the free space is 1867 m3.  
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Fuel cell weight 

The PEM fuel cells space- and mass demand was assessed again with a linear regression 

model using the known dimensional data of several models of commercially available fuel 

cells. Using the mass-power relationship (=specific power) trendline Figure 13, the 

calculated weight of the PEM fuel cell was found to be 315046 kg. The mass was 

additionally assessed by “stacking” dedicated 200 kW modules. Stacking the company 

Power Cell’s Marine System 200 up to power 48000 kW will end up in the total weight of 

256800 kg, assuming that no additional machinery is needed for stacking.  

 

The fuel cell volume 

The volume demand of PEM fuel cell was assessed using the volume-power relationship 

(=power density) trendline (Figure 12.). The calculated volume was found out to be 575 m3. 

Using the method of stacking Power Cell’s Marine System 200 modules, the volume demand 

was 347 m3. No service space demand of the fuel cells was assumed in these calculations. 

 

Feasibility of generator change 

With the figures presented, it is safe to conclude that in terms of space usage the reactor 

change is feasible. The total free space being 1800-2100 m3 and the fuel cell system space 

demand being 400-600 m3. If the fuel cell’s service space demand were 2 times the size of 

the fuel cell itself, the amount of free space would still be enough for the PEM fuel cell 

system.  
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8.3  Space demand of liquid hydrogen tank for reference ship 

The space demand of the fuel tank eventually depends upon the frequency of refuelling and 

the access to appropriate refuelling infrastructure. Since there is no data on the refuelling 

strategy on a given trip, the tank size for liquid hydrogen was calculated for 3 specific trips. 

First the tank size and weight were calculated for entire electricity demand of the ship during 

a chosen trip. Secondly the tank size was calculated for covering only the propulsion demand 

of the ship during a chosen trip. The results are shown in tables 15 and 16.  

 

Feasibility of liquid hydrogen tank 

Feasibility was assessed in Table 17 by comparing the required space demand to the space 

that is used for LNG tank powered cruise ships today. LNG tank size was scaled to the size 

of the reference ship (chapter 6.4.1). The liquid hydrogen tank was found not feasible 

solution for powering the entire power demand of the journey on all of the investigated trips 

with the given parameters. The feasibility of powering only propulsion demand of the trips 

with liquid hydrogen was found impossible to assess accurately without knowing how the 

other components would be powered. Nonetheless it can be said that there is enough space 

to power the propulsion demand for the trip 1 if the systemic consequences – such as the 

space needed for powering the hotel demand with other fuel sources – are disregarded. 

 

It is important to notice that using the size of the LNG tanks as a reference is not the definite 

rule for the space limit of the fuel tanks of the future. More space could be utilized with a 

radical reorganization of the machinery deck.  

 

Additional requirements 

The tanks of the cruise ships must fulfil the additional demands of the SRtP protocols of 

SOLAS and the classification agencies. In modern cruise ships this means that there has to 

be a tank that can power a certain agreed upon number of nautical miles upon a casualty on 

both sides of the ship, dividing the ship from the boundary between the two main generator 

compartments (explained in 5.1.1). In cruise ships that go over the Atlantic, this is commonly 
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a tank that can power up to 1000 nautical miles. Assessing the amount of energy needed for 

the SRtP journey using the actual power demand of the data inspected, it would mean that 

an additional 2000 m3 (Figure 33.) sized tank should be placed on both sides of the ship 

according to the rule. In contrast, using HFO as fuel, the space demand that fulfils the 

distance is 340 m3 (Figure 34.).  

 

For the trip 2, which is cruise that is crossing the Atlantic (chapter 6.2) the total tank space 

requirement would be 11136 m3 ((7136 + 2000 +2000) m3). This amount of space usage for 

tank is not feasible comparing the amount to total tank space dedicated to HFO related 

systems 4452 m3 (Table 11.).  

 

8.4 General considerations 

The space demand of the fuel cells was calculated assuming that the total power demand 

remains the same after the generator change. The calculation revealed that currently known 

FC modules take less space and weight than conventional marine diesel engines, which make 

them a feasible solution in the context of this study. For further investigation: In contrast to 

diesel engines the fuel cell consists of various modules. However the modular design 

increases redundancy to the system, which in turn would mean that the peak power of the 

system could be decreased from the current 48 000 kW. The investigation to power demand 

supports this notion, since the power demand peaks at somewhere around 32 000 kW.  

 

The changes of weight in both generators and fuel storage bring further questions of effects 

buoyancy, displacement and stability of the ship. The hydrogen tank will generally be lighter 

than HFO tank, since fitting the same amount of energy as is within the total amount of HFO 

currently aboard (Table 11.) is not feasible within the known parameters. The effect of 

decreased weight on power demand, supported with hydrodynamic considerations are 

proposed for future studies. 
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Satisfying the complete power demand of the entire journey with a liquid hydrogen tank 

connected to a PEM fuel cell was found not feasible in all investigated trip cases (Table 15). 

Different conclusions can be drawn if the utilizable space could be increased from the size 

that is used in current LNG ships. Knowledge of the refuelling strategy and possible 

refuelling points would also affect conclusions regarding the tank size. Visualizing tank size 

as a function of distance is a powerful tool to understanding the limitations of different fuel 

types in terms of space usage. If the overall efficiencies of the fuel utilization are in the same 

range the volumetric energy density by itself gives a reliable picture of the feasibility of the 

storage. The volumetric energy density which takes into account the space requirements of 

the storage vessel has to be used. 

 

Some of the systemic effects of generator change were not studied. Further study of the waste 

heat utilization of the fuel cells is proposed; how well could the low temperature fuel cell 

waste heat be utilized with ORC system in comparison to high temperature fuel cells 

connected to CHP systems? 
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